
(APPENDIX 1)

Data of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911
The Finck Family Episode

No Caretaker Speech 

1 (01/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get a nap bed now and 
stay there! 

2 (02/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:34/TFF/N911)Ughhh…I’ve enough.  
You’ve to get up and stay upstairs.

3 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/TFF/N911)David, do you want this?
4 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)You did urine on the floor?
5 (05/CS/V.1/DT: '00:03:27/TFF/N911)Absolutely it’s enough.

6 (06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/TFF/N911) No. You have used it all day
long.

7
(07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962962963/TFF/N911)Get upstairs! 
Get out! Get out of my living room now! You get out and you 
stay upstairs! Get a nap bed right now and stay there!

8 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit down. You have to 
see  your room. I want this room clean now! 

9
(09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is this. You do this 
all day long. And  I won’t do anymore. Get up. I just need a 
little help. I have got enough. It’s too much. 

10 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911)I’m tired to clean of the bed 
the whole of you. This is all I do all day long.

11 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/N911)Guys, everybody, go 
downstairs now.

12 (12/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:44/TFF/N911)She’s here. 
13 (13/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:57/TFF/N911)Hello everybody. 

14 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911)I’ll get your puppy. I’ll get 
your puppy. I promise. Stephen, give him your puppy. 

15 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911)I’m right here. Come in. 
16 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TFF/N911)I'll take you more ‘ronis. 
17 (17/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:54/TFF/N911)Will it be enough?

18
(18/CS/V.2 /DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911)Come on. Naptime. Let’s 
go.

19 (19/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911) Don’t sit down when I'm 
leaving.

20
(20/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911)Agh..No, you don’t hit 
honey.

21 (21/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911) Daniel, go the table.

22 (22/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911) Stephen. Let’s go. Brush 
your teeth. Go. 
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23 (23/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:36/TFF/N911)Go. Come on. 

24 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911) Brush your teeth and I’ll 
give you the puppy.

25 (25/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:46/TFF/N911)Sit. Daniel!
26 (26/CS/V.2 /DT:0:01:04/TFF/N911)No more!

27

(27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in my nanny bag, I 
have the new family rules. And everybody has to follow them. 
Okay. Oh. Are you looking at mister? You know about  the 
whining yeah. Hands are not for hitting. I saw you miss 
Catarina hitting your mom. Be consistent, only say what you 
mean.

28

(28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. Lasting. Next to 
everyone’s picture, there are squares. You see in the picture of 
what they need to do is above. These are the things that you 
guys are going to do. You brush your teeth, you get a magnet. 
Every time you get a magnet, you get a reward. Now, if you 
don’t do it, one gets taken away. 

29

(29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E ..Excuse me , e Catarina. 
Catarina. Catarina. Look at me. You need to show words. You 
need to show words. You have wonderful words. You’re doing a 
good job, take your breath. You’re doing good job. You were 
upset? Tell me why?

30

(30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How do you want?You want
the timer? Okay. Look mommy. Take a timer away, because she 
does not want you to have it. But we are not whining anymore. 
Do you need to go to your room to have some time or would 
you like to go play with your sisters downstairs? Okay. That’s 
great.

31

(31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If anybody has a 
problem, I want them to come up and use their words like 
Catarina did. She did a wonderful job using words and very 
proud of you. Okay?

32 (32/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:59/TFF/N911)No, not to just screaming. 
No to just screaming. 

33 (33/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:08/TFF/N911)I wanna you ready to talk. 
We, with love to have you back. 

34 (34/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911)You angry? Do you wanna 
talk about it now? 

35 (35/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:06:42/TFF/N911)Did you get angry? Did 
you get mad? Yeah.., You got mad and you through the things.

36 (36/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911)You wanted dessert, but you
didn’t wanna eat dinner.
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37
(37/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911)Let’s go. You’re some words
and tell her what it is that you want rather simply whining and 
moaning.

38 (38/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:11/TFF/N911)Good boy. 

39
(39/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)Whining isn’t  gonna get 
you the toy.  You ask her and you wait for her to say yes or no, 
cuz that belongs to Alex.

40 (40/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:39/TFF/N911)Pains are your beans. and 
if you dont pick them up. Right? So? Because?

41 (41/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:12/TFF/N911)Amanda! Amanda!. Just 
leave her alone. Oh Amanda why you angry?

42 (42/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:17/TFF/N911)Amanda, we’re all playing 
together. 

43

(43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm gonna move your arms. 
I want to look at your face. Okay, you look really upset. And I 
really like to help you. but in order for me to help you , figure 
out what’s wrong. I need you to tell me what you're  feeling, 
what’s going on.

44
(44/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)So, something just 
happened. Something loving her taking a toy, right? Okay? 
Can you kind tell me what she took.

45 (45/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:14/TFF/N911)No. Okay. So now truth is 
coming out. It's always good. Okay.  

46 (46/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)Why did you feel that daddy
wasn’t being fair? 

47

(47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s not about toys. It’s 
about feeling.  It’s important when you need attention, when 
you feel like it , things aren't being fair. You go and you tell 
grown up to go and tell to your mom or your dad. Mom, I feel, 
so I'm not getting enough attention today. And I really need 
some more attention. You were the first born in this family. And 
because of that you’ll always be special.

48

(48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the first born in this
family. Just no matter way you were born from. You were first 
bones is found in this family doesn't matter where you are born 
from. Whether you were adopted or whether you were born of 
your mother's tummy. You are the first bones in this family. And 
you are very important. And actually being adopted make you 
little bit more special.  

49 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)Because you were born out 
of the heart. How did that love they wanted to give you.  
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50

(50/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:27/TFF/N911)You are the first born in this 
family. You are very important. And actually being adopted 
make you little be more special.  Because you were born of the 
heart. And the love they want to give you. And no one person is 
more important than another. So, you go and you tell them 
when you need the attention. Make sure you do it.

51

(51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911)I’m sorry. You didn’t 
communicate anything with me. You needed to talk to me and 
tell me these things. Okay? And when I’m not being fair, you 
don't think that I'm being fair. I give you permission to tell me. 
Okay? Things are going to change. All right? Yeah. I'm sorry.  

52 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/N911)You just got to speak and 
ask for time and attention. All right?  I mean. Okay. 

53 (53/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:08/TFF/N911)Stop hiking David! No.  Just
Ignore now.  

54
(54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say I'm sorry for using bad 
words mommy. Then this is going bye bye. And I’m taking it 
away.

55 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)Want me to give it to you 
back? No more bad words so how'd that go 

56

(56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911) What happened? … She 
was fighting with you? what’d she do to you? … She hits you? 
… Come out! Come out! You go to change and I’ll go to get 
Amanda. … Go, change! Come on, you need a new pair of 
pants!

57
(57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N911)The reason why I asked you 
up  here.  One I want you know how much I love you. Okay? 
Never forget to understand? Promise. Okay?

58

(58/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:21/TFF/N911)When you were little grown, 
you said to mommy where did I come from. You know what I 
told you? You came from  mommy’s heart. You came from 
mommy’s and daddy’s heart. Do you know what that means? 
That’s so special. And I really love you Alex. I never wanna 
hurt you. And I’m sorry if I ever did. Okay? 

59 (59/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:51/TFF/N911)What do you feel honey?
60 (60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/N911)Okay. You did a great job. 

61 (61/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:35/TFF/N911)Go and talk to Amanda and 
ask her if you could play.

62
(62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N911) Isn’t this nice? We're all 
communicating, we're all taking. And look what happens, 
everyone gets to play. No hitting, no screaming, no yelling.
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63 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/N911)And that made you mad? 
Can choice word? I’m so proud of you.

64 (64/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:03/TFF/N911)Very good! 
65 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:12/TFF/N911)Whatever he is used for? 

66
(66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)And Stephen. Make sure to 
share. Don’t take them all. He was here first trying to play. 
Okay?

67 (67/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:38/TFF/N911)You are so big now.

68
(68/CS/V.4/DT:0:07:04/TFF/N911) This is time to Nanny to say
goodbye. I have to go to help some other kids to learn how to 
do things. Oh what have you got. Let me see. 

69 (69/CS/V.4/DT:0:08:38/TFF/N911)Okay. So I have to go. So 
you take care! Keep up with the rules. Right! 
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(APPENDIX 2)

Data of the Representative Act 
of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

Data of Representative
No Informing Describing
1 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)

You did urine on the floor?
(09/CS/V.1/DT:00:05:23/TFF/N911)
What is this. You do this all day long.
And  I won’t do anymore. Get up. I
just  need  a  little  help.  I  have  got
enough. It’s too much. 

2 (12/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:44/TFF/N911)
She’s here.

(10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911) 
I’m tired to clean of the bed the 
whole of you. This is all I do all day 
long.

3 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911)
I’m right here. Come in.

(28/CS/V.2/DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)
Okay.  Lasting.  Next  to  everyone’s
picture, there are squares. You see in
the picture of what they need to do is
above. These are the things that you
guys are going to do. You brush your
teeth, you get a magnet. Every time
you get a magnet, you get a reward.
Now,  if  you  don’t  do  it,  one  gets
taken away.

4 (17/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:54/TFF/N911)
Will it be enough?

(34/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911)You angry? 
Do you wanna talk about it now? 

5 (36/CS/V.2
/DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911)You
wanted  dessert,  but  you  didn’t
wanna eat dinner.

(35/CS/V.2 /DT: 
00:06:42/TFF/N911)Did you get 
angry? Did you get mad? Yeah.., You
got mad and you through the things.
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6 (40/CS/V.2
/DT:0:07:39/TFF/N911)Pains  are
your beans.  and if  you dont  pick
them up. Right? So? Because?

(48/CS/V.2  /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)
You are the first born in this family.
Just  no  matter  way  you were born
from. You were first bones is found in
this family doesn't matter where you
are  born  from.  Whether  you  were
adopted or whether you were born of
your  mother's  tummy.  You  are  the
first bones in this family. And you are
very  important.  And  actually  being
adopted  make  you  little  bit  more
special. 

7 (44/CS/V.2/DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)
So,  something  just  happened.
Something loving her taking a toy,
right? Okay? Can you kind tell me
what she took.

(49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)B
ecause you were born out of the 
heart. How did that love they wanted
to give you.  

8 (46/CS/V.2/DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)
Why did you feel that daddy wasn’t
being fair?

(50/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:27/TFF/N911)
You are the first born in this family.
You are very important. And actually
being  adopted  make  you  little  be
more  special.   Because  you  were
born of the heart. And the love they
want to give you. And no one person
is more important than another. So,
you go and you tell them when you
need the attention. Make sure you do
it.

9 (57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N911)
The  reason  why  I  asked  you  up
here.  One I want you know how
much  I  love  you.  Okay?  Never
forget  to  understand?  Promise.
Okay?

(59/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:51/TFF/N911)W
hat do you feel honey?
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10 (58/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:21/TFF/N911)
When  you were little  grown,  you
said to mommy where did I come
from. You know what I  told you?
You  came  from   mommy’s heart.
You  came  from  mommy’s  and
daddy’s heart. Do you know what
that means? That’s so special. And
I  really  love  you  Alex.  I  never
wanna hurt you. And I’m sorry if I
ever did. Okay?

(62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N911) 
Isn’t this nice? We're all 
communicating, we're all taking. And
look what happens, everyone gets to 
play. No hitting, no screaming, no 
yelling.

11 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N911)
Isn’t  this  nice?  We're  all
communicating,  we're  all  taking.
And look what happens, everyone
gets  to  play.  No  hitting,  no
screaming, no yelling.

-

12 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:12/TFF/N911)
Whatever he is used for? -

13 (68/CS/V.4/DT:0:07:04/TFF/N911)
This is time to Nanny to say 
goodbye. I have to go to help some
other kids to learn how to do 
things. Oh what have you got. Let 
me see. 

-
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(APPENDIX 3)

Data of Directive Act

Of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

Directive Act
N
o

Commanding Forbidding Advising.

1 (01/CS/V.1/DT:
'00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get
a nap bed now and stay
there! 

(05/CS/V.1/DT:
'00:03:27/TFF/N911)
Absolutely it’s enough.

(27/CS/V.2
/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)
And in my nanny bag, I
have  the  new  family
rules.  And  everybody
has  to  follow  them.
Okay.  Oh.  Are  you
looking  at  mister?  You
know  about   the
whining  yeah.  Hands
are not for hitting. I saw
you  miss  Catarina
hitting  your  mom.  Be
consistent,  only  say
what you mean.

2 (02/CS/V.1/DT:
'00:01:34/TFF/N911)
Ughhh…I’ve  enough.
You’ve to get up and stay
upstairs.

(06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/
TFF/N911)No. You have
used it all day long.

(30/CS/V.2
/DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)
How do  you  want?You
want  the  timer?  Okay.
Look  mommy.  Take  a
timer away, because she
does  not  want  you  to
have it.  But we are not
whining  anymore.  Do
you need to go to your
room to have some time
or would you like to go
play  with  your  sisters
downstairs?  Okay.
That’s great.

3 (07/CS/V.1/DT:00:00:00/
TFF/N911) Get upstairs!
Get  out!  Get  out  of  my
living  room  now!  You
get  out  and  you  stay
upstairs!  Get  a  nap  bed
right now and stay there!

(19/CS/V.2
/DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911)
Don’t sit down when I'm
leaving.

(31/CS/V.2
/DT:00:05:38)/TFF/N91
1)  If  anybody  has  a
problem, I want them to
come  up  and  use  their
words like Catarina did.
She did a wonderful job
using  words  and  very
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proud of you. Okay?

4 (08/CS/V.1/DT:  '00:
05:19/TFF/N911)  Sit
down.  You  have  to  see
your  room.  I  want  this
room clean now! 

(20/CS/V.2
/DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911)
Agh..No,  you  don’t  hit
honey.

(39/CS/V.2
/DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)
Whining  isn’t   gonna
get you the toy.  You ask
her and you wait for her
to  say  yes  or  no,  cuz
that belongs to Alex.

5 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/T
FF/N911)Guys,
everybody, go downstairs
now.

(26/CS/V.2
/DT:0:01:04/TFF/N911)
No more!

(45/CS/V.2
/DT:0:09:14/TFF/N911)
No. Okay. So now truth
is  coming  out.  It's
always good. Okay.  

6 (18/CS/V.2
/DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911)
Come on. Naptime. Let’s
go.

(32/CS/V.2
/DT:0:05:59/TFF/N911)
No,  not  to  just
screaming.  No  to  just
screaming. 

(47/CS/V.2
/DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)
Ok. It’s not about toys.
It’s  about  feeling.   It’s
important  when  you
need  attention,  when
you feel like it  ,  things
aren't being fair. You go
and you tell grown up to
go and tell to your mom
or  your  dad.  Mom,  I
feel,  so  I'm not  getting
enough  attention  today.
And I really need some
more  attention.  You
were  the  first  born  in
this family. And because
of that you’ll always be
special.

7 (21/CS/V.2
/DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911)
Daniel, go the table.

(42/CS/V.2
/DT:0:08:17/TFF/N911)
Amanda,  we’re  all
playing together. 

(66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/
TFF/N911)And
Stephen.  Make  sure  to
share.  Don’t  take  them
all.  He  was  here  first
trying to play. Okay?

8 (22/CS/V.2
/DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911)S
tephen.  Let’s  go.  Brush

(53/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:08/
TFF/N911)Stop  hiking
David!  No.  Just  Ignore

-
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your teeth. Go. now.  

9 (23/CS/V.2
/DT:0:00:36/TFF/N911)
Go. Come on. 

(55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/
TFF/N911)Want  me  to
give it to you back? No
more  bad  words  so
how'd that go 

-

1
0

(25/CS/V.2
/DT:0:00:46/TFF/N911)S
it. Daniel!

- -

1
1

(29/CS/V.2
/DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)
E  ..Excuse  me  ,  e
Catarina.   Catarina.
Catarina.  Look  at  me.
You need to show words.
You need to show words.
You  have  wonderful
words.  You’re  doing  a
good  job,  take  your
breath.  You’re  doing
good  job.  You  were
upset? Tell me why?

- -

1
2

(33/CS/V.2
/DT:0:06:08/TFF/N911)
I  wanna  you  ready  to
talk.  We,  with  love  to
have you back. 

- -

1
3

(37/CS/V.2
/DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911)
Let’s  go.  You’re  some
words and tell her what it
is  that  you  want  rather
simply  whining  and
moaning.

- -

1
4

(43/CS/V.2
/DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)
Hey Amanda. I'm gonna
move your arms. I  want
to  look  at  your  face.
Okay,  you  look  really
upset. And I really like to
help you. but in order for
me  to  help  you  ,  figure

- -
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out what’s wrong. I need
you  to  tell  me  what
you're   feeling,  what’s
going on.

1
5

(52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/T
FF/N911)You just got to
speak  and  ask  for  time
and  attention.  All  right?
I mean. Okay. 

- -

1
6

(54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/T
FF/N911)  Say  I'm  sorry
for  using  bad  words
mommy.  Then  this  is
going bye bye.  And I’m
taking it away.

- -

1
7

(56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/T
FF/N911)  What
happened?  …  She  was
fighting  with  you?
what’d she do to you? …
She  hits  you?  … Come
out!  Come out1  You go
to change and I’ll  go to
get  Amanda.  …  Go,
change!  Come  on,  you
need a new pair of pants!

- -

1
8

(61/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:35/T
FF/N911) Go and talk to
Amanda  and  ask  her  if
you could play.

- -

1
9

(69/CS/V.4/DT:0:08:38/T
FF/N911)  Okay.  So  I
have to go.  So you take
care!  Keep  up  with  the
rules. Right! 

- -
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(APPENDIX 4)

Data of the Commissive Act

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Commissive Act
Promising Offering Threatening

1 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TF
F/N911) I’ll get your 
puppy. I’ll get your puppy.
I promise. Stephen, give 
him your puppy. 

(03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/
TFF/N911) David, do 
you want this?

(28/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:03:40/TFF/N91
1) Okay. Lasting. 
Next to everyone’s 
picture, there are 
squares. You see in 
the picture of what 
they need to do is 
above. These are the 
things that you guys 
are going to do. You 
brush your teeth, you 
get a magnet. Every 
time you get a 
magnet, you get a 
reward. Now, if you 
don’t do it, one gets 
taken away. 

2 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TF
F/N911)I'll take you more 
‘ronis. 

(30/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911
)How do you want?You
want the timer? Okay. 
Look mommy. Take a 
timer away, because she
does not want you to 
have it. But we are not 
whining anymore. Do 
you need to go to your 
room to have some time
or would you like to go 
play with your sisters 
downstairs? Okay. 
That’s great.

-

3 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 
00:00:39/TFF/N911)Brush
your teeth and I’ll give 
you the puppy.

- -
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4 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TF
F/N911)I’m sorry. You 
didn’t communicate 
anything with me. You 
needed to talk to me and 
tell me these things. 
Okay? And when I’m not 
being fair, you don't think 
that I'm being fair. I give 
you permission to tell me. 
Okay? Things are going to
change. All right? Yeah. 
I'm sorry.  

- -

5 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TF
F/N911)You just got to 
speak and ask for time and
attention. All right?  I 
mean. Okay. 

- -
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(APPENDIX 5)

Data of the Expressive Act

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Expressive
Praising Greeting Regretting

1 (31/CS/V.2 
/DT:00:05:38)/TFF/N91
1) If anybody has a 
problem, I want them to
come up and use their 
words like Catarina did.
She did a wonderful job
using words and very 
proud of you. Okay?

(13/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:57/
TFF/N911) Hello 
everybody. 

(51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/
TFF/N911) I’m sorry. 
You didn’t 
communicate anything 
with me. You needed to 
talk to me and tell me 
these things. Okay? And
when I’m not being fair,
you don't think that I'm 
being fair. I give you 
permission to tell me. 
Okay? Things are going
to change. All right? 
Yeah. I'm sorry.  

2 (38/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:07:11/TFF/N911)
Good boy. 

- -

3 (60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/
TFF/N911) Okay. You 
did a great job. 

- -

4 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/
TFF/N911) And that 
made you mad? Can 
choice word? I’m so 
proud of you.

- -

5 (64/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:03/
TFF/N911) Very good! 

- -

6 (67/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:38/
TFF/N911) You are so 
big now.

- -
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APPENDIX 6)

Data of the Attention Getter

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Types of Attention Getter in the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911
Names and Exclamation Modulation

High Pitch Voice Whispering
1 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/T

FF/N911) David, do you 
want this?

(11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:
30/TFF/N911) Guys,
everybody, go 
downstairs now.

(43/CS/V.2/DT:0:08:34/T
FF/N911) Hey Amanda. 
I'm gonna move your 
arms. I want to look at 
your face. Okay, you look
really upset. And I really 
like to help you. but in 
order for me to help you ,
figure out what’s wrong. I
need you to tell me what 
you're  feeling, what’s 
going on.

2 (25/CS/V.2/DT:0:00:46/T
FF/N911) Sit. Daniel!

(14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:
33/TFF/N911) I’ll 
get your puppy. I’ll 
get your puppy. I 
promise. Stephen, 
give him your 
puppy. 

(44/CS/V.2/DT:0:09:06/T
FF/N911)So, something 
just happened. Something
loving her taking a toy, 
right? Okay? Can you 
kind tell me what she 
took.

3 (21/CS/V.2/DT:0:00:24/T
FF/N911) Daniel, go the 
table.

(15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:
02/TFF/N911) I’m 
right here. Come in. 

(45/CS/V.2/DT:0:09:14/T
FF/N911)No. Okay. So 
now truth is coming out. 
It's always good. Okay.  

4 (22/CS/V.2/DT:0:00:32/T
FF/N911)Stephen. Let’s 
go. Brush your teeth. Go. 

(32/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:05:59/TFF/N9
11) No, not to just 
screaming. No to 
just screaming. 

(46/CS/V.2/DT:0:09:22/T
FF/N911)Why did you 
feel that daddy wasn’t 
being fair? 

5 (29/CS/V.2/DT:0:04:48/T
FF/N911) E ..Excuse me ,
e Catarina.  Catarina. 
Catarina. Look at me. You
need to show words. You 
need to show words. You 
have wonderful words. 
You’re doing a good job, 
take your breath. You’re 

- (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/T
FF/N911)Because you 
were born out of the 
heart. How did that love 
they wanted to give you.  
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doing good job. You were
upset? Tell me why?

6 (41/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:12/TFF/N911) 
Amanda! Amanda!. Just 
leave her alone. Oh 
Amanda why you angry?

- (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/T
FF/N911)You just got to 
speak and ask for time 
and attention. All right?  I
mean. Okay. 

7 (43/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911) 
Hey Amanda. I'm gonna 
move your arms. I want to
look at your face. Okay, 
you look really upset. 
And I really like to help 
you. but in order for me 
to help you , figure out 
what’s wrong. I need you 
to tell me what you're  
feeling, what’s going on.

- (57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/T
FF/N911)The reason why
I asked you up  here.  
One I want you know 
how much I love you. 
Okay? Never forget to 
understand? Promise. 
Okay?

8 - - (58/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:21/T
FF/N911)When you were 
little grown, you said to 
mommy where did I 
come from. You know 
what I told you? You 
came from  mommy’s 
heart. You came from 
mommy’s and daddy’s 
heart. Do you know what 
that means? That’s so 
special. And I really love 
you Alex. I never wanna 
hurt you. And I’m sorry if
I ever did. Okay? 

9 - - (59/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:51/T
FF/N911)What do you 
feel honey?
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(APPENDIX 7)

Data of Concrete and Abstract Noun

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Concrete Noun Abstract Noun

1 Alex Attention 
2 Amanda Attention 
3 Amanda Attention 
4 Amanda Attention 
5 Amanda Feeling 
6 Arms Feeling 
7 Bed Help
8 Boy Love 
9 Breath Love 
10 Catarina Love 
11 Catarina Problem 
12 Catarina Truth 
13 Catarina Way
14 Dad -
15 Daddy -
16 David -
17 David -
18 Dessert -
19 Dessert -
20 Dinner -
21 Face -
22 Family -
23 Family -
24 Floor -
25 Guys -
26 Guys -
27 Heart -
28 Heart -
29 Honey -
30 Job -
31 Job -
32 Job -
33 Magnet -
34 Magnet -
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35 Mom -
36 Mom  -
37 Mommy -
38 Mommy -
39 Pair -
40 Pants -
41 person -
42 Picture -
43 Picture -
44 Puppy -
45 Puppy -
46 Puppy -
47 Reward -
48 Room -
49 Room -
50 Room -
51 Room -
52 Sisters -
53 Square -
54 Stephen -
55 Teeth -
56 Things -
57 Things -
58 Things -
59 Time -
60 Timer -
61 Timer -
62 Toy -
63 Toy -
64 Toys -
65 Words -
66 Words -
67 Words -
68 Words -
69 Words -
70 Words -
71 Words -

(APPENDIX 8)
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Data of Countable and Uncountable Noun

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Countable Noun Uncountable Noun

1 Alex Breath 
2 Amanda Dessert 
3 Amanda Dessert 
4 Amanda Dinner 
5 Amanda Feeling 
6 arms Feeling 
7 Attention Help
8 Attention Honey
9 Attention Love 
10 Attention Love 
11 Bed Love 
12 Boy Pants
13 Catarina Reward 
14 Catarina Square 
15 Catarina Time 
16 Catarina Truth
17 Dad Way
18 Daddy -
19 David -
20 David -
21 Face -
22 Family -
23 Family -
24 Floor -
25 Guys -
26 Guys -
27 Heart -
28 Heart -
29 Job -
30 Job -
31 job ( noun) -
32 Magnet -
33 Magnet -
34 Mom -
35 Mom  -
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36 Mommy -
37 Mommy -
38 Pair -
39 Person -
40 Picture -
41 Picture -
42 Problem -
43 Puppy -
44 Puppy -
45 Puppy -
46 Room -
47 Room -
48 Room -
49 Room -
50 Sisters -
51 Stephen -
52 Teeth -
53 Things -
54 Things -
55 Things -
56 Timer -
57 Timer -
58 Toy -
59 Toy -
60 Toys -
61 Words -
62 Words -
63 Words -
64 Words -
65 Words -
66 Words -
67 Words -

(APPENDIX 9)

Data of  Noun Functions
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of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

Function of Noun
Central Core Modification structure

Subject of 
verb

Complem
ent of 
Verb

Subje
ctive  
compl
ement

Objective 
Complemen
t

Object of 
preposition 

Noun 
adjunct.

(03/CS/V.1/
DT:0:02:19/
TFF/N911) 
David, do 
you want 
this?

(28/CS/V.
2 
/DT:0:03:
40/TFF/N
911) 
Okay. 
Lasting. 
Next to 
everyone’
s picture, 
there are 
squares. 
You see 
in the 
picture of
what they
need to 
do is 
above. 
These are
the things
that you 
guys are 
going to 
do. You 
brush 
your 
teeth, you
get a 
magnet. 
Every 
time you 
get a 
magnet, 
you get a 
reward. 
Now, if 
you don’t

(20/C
S/V.2 
/DT:0
:00:1
7/TF
F/ 
N911)
Agh..
No, 
you 
don’t 
hit 
honey
.

(27/CS/V.2/
DT:0:02:47/
TFF/N911) 
And in my 
nanny bag, 
I have the 
new family 
rules. And 
everybody 
has to 
follow 
them. 
Okay. Oh. 
Are you 
looking at 
mister? You
know about
the whining
yeah. 
Hands are 
not for 
hitting. I 
saw you 
miss 
Catarina 
hitting your
mom. Be 
consistent, 
only say 
what you 
mean.

(04/CS/V.1/D
T:0:03:00/TF
F/N911)You 
did urine on 
the floor?

(07/CS/V.1/
DT:00:00:34
)/TFF/N911)
Get 
upstairs! 
Get out! Get
out of my 
living room 
now! You 
get out and 
you stay 
upstairs! 
Get a nap 
bed right 
now and 
stay there!
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do it, one 
gets 
taken 
away. 

(11/CS/V.1/
DT:0:07:30/
TFF/N911) 
Guys, 
everybody, 
go 
downstairs 
now.

(28/CS/V.
2 
/DT:0:03:
40/TFF/N
911) ... . 
Every 
time you 
get a 
magnet, 
you get a 
reward. 
Now, if 
you don’t
do it, one 
gets 
taken 
away. 

- - (28/CS/V.2/D
T:0:03:40/TF
F/N911)Okay.
Lasting. Next 
to everyone’s 
picture, there 
are squares. 
You see in the
picture of 
what they 
need to do is 
above. These 
are the things 
that you guys 
are going to 
do. You brush
your teeth, 
you get a 
magnet. 
Every time 
you get a 
magnet, you 
get a reward. 
Now, if you 
don’t do it, 
one gets 

(27/CS/V.2 /
DT:0:02:47/
TFF/N911)A
nd in my 
nanny bag, I 
have the new
family rules. 
And 
everybody 
has to follow
them. Okay. 
Oh. Are you 
looking at 
mister? You 
know about  
the whining 
yeah. Hands 
are not for 
hitting. I saw
you miss 
Catarina 
hitting your 
mom. Be 
consistent, 
only say 
what you 
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taken away. mean.

(14/CS/V.1/
DT:0:08:33/
TFF/N911) 
I’ll get your
puppy. I’ll 
get your 
puppy. I 
promise. 
Stephen, 
give him 
your puppy.

(30/CS/V.
2 
/DT:0:05:
14/TFF/N
911)How 
do you 
want?
You want
the 
timer? 
Okay. 
Look 
mommy. 
Take a 
timer 
away, ...

- - (48/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:09:28/
TFF/N911)Yo
u are the first 
born in this 
family. Just 
no matter 
way you were 
born from. 
You were first
bones is 
found in this 
family doesn't
matter where 
you are born 
from. 
Whether you 
were adopted 
or whether 
you were 
born of your 
mother's 
tummy. You 
are the first 
bones in this 
family. And 
you are very 
important. 

(48/CS/V.2 /
DT:0:09:28/
TFF/N911)Y
ou are the 
first born in 
this family. 
Just no 
matter way 
you were 
born from. 
You were 
first bones is
found in this 
family 
doesn't 
matter where
you are born
from. 
Whether you 
were 
adopted or 
whether you 
were born of 
your 
mother's 
tummy. You 
are the first 
bones in this 
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And actually 
being adopted
make you 
little bit more 
special.  

family. And 
you are very 
important. 
And actually 
being 
adopted 
make you 
little bit 
more special.

(21/CS/V.2/
DT:0:00:24/
TFF/N911) 
Daniel, go 
the table.

(31/CS/V.
2 
/DT:00:0
5:38)./TF
F/N911)If
anybody 
has a 
problem, 
I want 
them to 
come up 
and use 
their 
words 
like 
Catarina 
did. She 
did a 
wonderfu
l job 
using 
words 
and very 

- - - -
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proud of 
you. 
Okay?

(25/CS/V.2/
DT:0:00:46/
TFF/N911) 
Sit. Daniel!

(36/CS/V.
2 
/DT:0:06:
56/TFF/N
911) You 
wanted 
dessert, 
but you 
didn’t 
wanna 
eat 
dinner.

- - - -

(29/CS/V.2/
DT:0:04:48/
TFF/N911) 
E ..Excuse 
me , e 
Catarina.  
Catarina. 
Catarina. 
Look at me.
You need to
show 
words. You 
need to 
show 
words. You 
have 
wonderful 
words. 
You’re 
doing a 

- - - - -
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good job, 
take your 
breath. 
You’re 
doing good 
job. You 
were upset?
Tell me 
why?

(39/CS/V.2/
DT:0:07:12/
TFF/N911) 
Whining 
isn’t  gonna
get you the 
toy.  You 
ask her and
you wait 
for her to 
say yes or 
no, cuz that
belongs to 
Alex.

- - - - -

(41/CS/V.2/
DT:0:08:12/
TFF/N911) 
Amanda! 
Amanda!. 
Just leave 
her alone. 
Oh 
Amanda 
why you 
angry?

- - - - -
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(45/CS/V.2 /
DT:0:09:14/
TFF/N911) 
No. Okay. 
So now 
truth is 
coming out. 
It's always 
good. Okay. 

- - - - -
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(APPENDIX 10)

Data of  Predicating Verb

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No Predicating Verb
Speech Data Containing

Action Verbs
Explanation

1 (01/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get a 
nap bed now and stay there! 

The word get a nap and stay shows an 
action hoped by Deborah to be done by her
children.

2 (02/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:01:34/TFF/N911)Ughhh
…I’ve enough.  You’ve to get
up and stay upstairs.

3 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/
N911)You did urine on the 
floor?

The words did urine show an action of the 
child, David. Those underlined words 
show some actions of the children that are 
hoped by their mom.

4 (06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/TFF/
N911)No. You have used it 
all day long.

The words have used show an action of the
child, Katharina. That is wearing the dress
for a long day.

5 (07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962
962963/TFF/N911)Get 
upstairs! Get out! Get out of 
my living room now! You get
out and you stay upstairs! Get
a nap bed right now and stay 
there!

The words get upstairs, get out, get a nap 
bed, and stay show actions hoped to be 
done by the children.

6 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 
05:19/TFF/N911) Sit down. 
You have to see  your room. I
want this room clean now! 

The sentence is addressed to the child, 
David in order to do  action,  sit down and 
see his room.

7 (09/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:05:23/TFF/N911)What is 
this. You do this all day long. 
And  I won’t do anymore. 
Get up. I just need a little 
help. I have got enough. It’s 
too much. 

The word do is the action of the word you 
referring to Deborah’s children. While the 
words won’t do show the thing that will not
be done by Deborah saying I in that 
speech. Get up is an action hoped be done 
by Deborah children.

8 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/
N911)I’m tired to clean of the
bed the whole of you. This is 
all I do all day long.

The word clean is addressed to the children 
to do an action that is cleaning the room.
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9 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/
N911)Guys, everybody, go 
downstairs now.

The speech is in the form of imperative 
sentence. It is said by Deborah to her 
children. The word go shows the action 
ordered by Deborah to the children.

10 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/
N911)I’ll get your puppy. I’ll 
get your puppy. I promise. 
Stephen, give him your 
puppy. 

The words get and promise are action verbs 
where these are actions that will be done by 
Deborah. The word give is also an action 
verb that have to be done by Stephen.

11 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/
N911)I’m right here. Come 
in. 

The word come shows the action that is 
asked by Deborah to Daniel.

12 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TFF/
N911)I'll take you more 
‘ronis. 

The word take is the action of I (Deborah).

13 (18/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911)Com
e on. Naptime. Let’s go.

The words come and go are action verbs 
that have to be done by the children.

14 (19/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911)Don’t
sit down when I'm leaving.

The word don’t sit are the action that is 
prohibited by Deborah to Daniel.

15 (20/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911)Agh..
No, you don’t hit honey.

The word don’t hit show the action that is 
prohibited by Deborah to Daniel.

16 (21/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911) 
Daniel, go the table.

The word go is an action verb that have to 
acted by  Daniel.

17 (22/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911) 
Stephen. Let’s go. Brush your
teeth. Go. 

The word go is action verb where this word
need an action that have to be done by 
Deborah and the chilren. Brush is an 
action that hsve to be acted by Stephen.

18 (23/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:36/TFF/N911)Go. 
Come on. 

The word go needs an action from the 
children.

19 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 
00:00:39/TFF/N911)Brush 
your teeth and I’ll give you 
the puppy.

The word brush needs an action from the 
children. While the word get needs an 
action from Deborah.

20 (25/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:46/TFF/N911)Sit. 
Daniel!

The word stop is an action verb where 
Daniel have to stop his acction. The word 
go needs an action from Daniel.
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21 (27/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And 
in my nanny bag, I have the 
new family rules. And 
everybody has to follow 
them. Okay. Oh. Are you 
looking at mister? You know 
about  the whining yeah. 
Hands are not for hitting. I 
saw you miss Catarina hitting
your mom. Be consistent, 
only say what you mean.

The words follow and say are the action 
verbs. They need actions from the 
children. The word hitting is also an 
action verb where the children are asked 
not to hit.

22 (29/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E 
..Excuse me , e Catarina.  
Catarina. Catarina. Look at 
me. You need to show words. 
You need to show words. You
have wonderful words. 
You’re doing a good job, take
your breath. You’re doing 
good job. You were upset? 
Tell me why?

The words look, show, doing, take, and tell 
are action verbs. They need actions from the
children.

23 (30/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How 
do you want?You want the 
timer? Okay. Look mommy. 
Take a timer away, because 
she does not want you to have
it. But we are not whining 
anymore. Do you need to go 
to your room to have some 
time or would you like to go 
play with your sisters 
downstairs? Okay. That’s 
great.

The words look, take, and go are action 
words . They need actions from the 
children.

24 (31/CS/V.2 
/DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If 
anybody has a problem, I 
want them to come up and 
use their words like Catarina 
did. She did a wonderful job 
using words and very proud 
of you. Okay?

Th words use and did need action from 
children
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25 (34/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911)You 
angry? Do you wanna talk 
about it now? 

The word talk is an action verb. It needs 
an action from the child.

26 (35/CS/V.2 /DT: 
00:06:42/TFF/N911)Did you 
get angry? Did you get mad? 
Yeah.., You got mad and you 
through the things.

The word threw show the action of 
Stephen.

27 (36/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911)You 
wanted dessert, but you 
didn’t wanna eat dinner.

The word eat show the action that was not 
done by Danie.

28 (37/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911)Let’s 
go. You’re some words and 
tell her what it is that you 
want rather simply whining 
and moaning.

The word go is an action verb that will 
acted by  Daniel and Deborah.

29 (39/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)Whin
ing isn’t  gonna get you the 
toy.  You ask her and you 
wait for her to say yes or no, 
cuz that belongs to Alex.

The words get, ask, and wait are the action
verb. Those action should be done by the 
children.

30 (42/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:17/TFF/N911)Ama
nda, we’re all playing 
together. 

The word playing is the action verb that is 
done by Amanda.

31 (43/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm 
gonna move your arms. I 
want to look at your face. 
Okay, you look really upset. 
And I really like to help you. 
but in order for me to help 
you , figure out what’s 
wrong. I need you to tell me 
what you're  feeling, what’s 
going on.

The words come in, move, and tell are 
action verbs done by Amanda. While the 
action verbs of help and solve are words 
that will be done by Nanny Deb.

32 (44/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)So, 
something just happened. 
Something loving her taking 
a toy, right? Okay? Can you 
kind tell me what she took.

The words taking and tell are action verbs 
that are done by children.
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33 (47/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. 
It’s not about toys. It’s about 
feeling.  It’s important when 
you need attention, when you 
feel like it , things aren't 
being fair. You go and you 
tell grown up to go and tell to
your mom or your dad. Mom,
I feel, so I'm not getting 
enough attention today. And I
really need some more 
attention. You were the first 
born in this family. And 
because of that you’ll always 
be special.

The words go and tell are action verbs. 
Those action should be done by Amanda 
and Alex.

34 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/
N911)Because you were born
out of the heart. How did that 
love they wanted to give you.

The word give is an action verb. It needs an 
action from Amanda's parents.

35 (50/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:27/TFF/
N911)You are the first born in
this family. You are very 
important. And actually being
adopted make you little be 
more special.  Because you 
were born of the heart. And 
the love they want to give 
you. And no one person is 
more important than another. 
So, you go and you tell them 
when you need the attention. 
Make sure you do it.

The word give is an action verb. It needs 
an action from Amanda's parents. The 
words go, tell, make, and do are action 
verbs needing actions from the children.

36 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/
N911)I’m sorry. You didn’t 
communicate anything with 
me. You needed to talk to me 
and tell me these things. 
Okay? And when I’m not 
being fair, you don't think 
that I'm being fair. I give you 
permission to tell me. Okay? 
Things are going to change. 
All right? Yeah. I'm sorry.  

The words communicate, talk,and tell are 
the action verbs that will be acted by the 
children. While the words give and hug are
action verbs needing action from parents.
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37 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/
N911)You just got to speak 
and ask for time and 
attention. All right?  I mean. 
Okay. 

The word speak is an action verb that 
should be acted by Amanda. The word hug 
is an action verb that will be acted by Paul.

38 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/
N911)Say I'm sorry for using 
bad words mommy. Then this
is going bye bye. And I’m 
taking it away.

Thera are two action verbs, they are say 
and taking. Say needs an action from 
Stephen, and taking needs an action from 
Deborah.

39 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/
N911)Want me to give it to 
you back? No more bad 
words so how'd that go 

There are give, say, and come as action 
verbs.  Give and come refers to the actio 
that wil be acted by Deborah. While the 
word say needs an action from Stephen.

40 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/
N911) What happened? … 
She was fighting with you? 
what’d she do to you? … She
hits you? … Come out! Come
out1 You go to change and 
I’ll go to get Amanda. … Go, 
change! Come on, you need a
new pair of pants!

Fighting, do, hits, come out, go change are 
action verbs need action from Stephen.

41 (57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/
N911)The reason why I asked
you up  here.  One I want you
know how much I love you. 
Okay? Never forget to 
understand? Promise. Okay?

There are two action verbs from the speech: 
asked and promise. The word asked is the 
action that was acted by Deborah, and the 
word promise is an action that  will be done 
by Deborah to Alex.

42 (58/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:21/TFF/
N911)When you were little 
grown, you said to mommy 
where did I come from. You 
know what I told you? You 
came from  mommy’s heart. 
You came from mommy’s 
and daddy’s heart. Do you 
know what that means? 
That’s so special. And I really
love you Alex. I never wanna 
hurt you. And I’m sorry if I 
ever did. Okay? 

There are said, come, love, and hurt as 
action verbs. The word said, come and love
show the actions that were done by 
children. While the words love shows the 
action that will always be done Deborah, 
and the word hurt is an action that will not
be done by Deeborah.

43 (60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/
N911)Okay. You did a great 
job. 

The word did is an action verb. It shows the 
action that has just be done by Alex.
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44 (61/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:35/TFF/
N911)Go and talk to Amanda 
and ask her if you could play.

The action verbs of the speech are go, talk,
and play. Those are the action that should 
be done by Katharina.

45 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/
N911) Isn’t this nice? We're 
all communicating, we're all 
taking. And look what 
happens, everyone gets to 
play. No hitting, no 
screaming, no yelling.

The word look is an action verb. It shows 
the action of the children.

46 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/
N911)And that made you 
mad? Can choice word? I’m 
so proud of you.

The word choice is an action verb. It 
shows the action of Katharina.

47 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/
N911)And Stephen. Make 
sure to share. Don’t take them
all. He was here first trying to
play. Okay?

The words make sure, dont take and play 
are action verbs. They show the action of 
Stephen.

48 (68/CS/V.4/DT:0:07:04/TFF/
N911) This is time to Nanny 
to say goodbye. I have to go 
to help some other kids to 
learn how to do things. Oh 
what have you got. Let me 
see. 

The words say, go, help, and see are action
verbs need actions from Nanny Deb. While
learn and do need actions fro the children.

49 (69/CS/V.4/DT:0:08:38/TFF/
N911)Okay. So I have to go. 
So you take care! Keep up 
with the rules. Right! 

The words go, take care, and keep up are 
the action verbs. The word go is the the 
action of Nanny Deb while take care and 
keep up are the acction that should be 
done the children. 
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(APPENDIX 11)

Data of   Verb of Sensation

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

VERB OF SENSATION
No Verb of

sensatio
n

Data Explanation

1 See/ saw
/ look

(08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 
05:19/TFF/N911) ... You have to 
see  your room. I want this room 
clean now! 

The word see connects the 
subject  you andobject your 
room. 

(27/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)...  I saw 
you miss Katarina hitting your 
mom ... 

The word saw  connects the 
subject and noun.

(28/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911 ... You 
see in the picture of what the 
need is above. ... (Part II. 
00:03:40).

The word see connects the 
subject  you and adverb in 
the picture.

(43/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911) Hey 
Amanda, come in. and  move 
your arms and I wanna look your

The word look connect 
subject I and object your 
face.
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face. ...

2 Feel (D59) What do you feel honey? The word feel connect 
subject you and object 
honey.

(APPENDIX 12)

Data of   Verb of Be and Being

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No Data Speech Verb
of be

1 (05/CS/V.1/DT: '00:03:27/TFF/N911) Absolutely it’s enough. Is

2 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is this. You do this all 
day long. And  I won’t do anymore. Get up. I just need a little help. 
I have got enough. It’s too much. 

Is

3 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911)I’m tired to clean of the bed the 
whole of you. This is all I do all day long.

am
is

4 (12/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:44/TFF/N911) She’s here. Is 
5 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911)I’m right here. Come in. am
6 (27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in my nanny bag, I have are
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the new family rules. And everybody has to follow them. Okay. Oh. 
Are you looking at mister? You know about  the whining yeah. 
Hands are not for hitting. I saw you miss Catarina hitting your 
mom. Be consistent, only say what you mean.

are

7 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. Lasting. Next to 
everyone’s picture, there are squares. You see in the picture of what
they need to do is above. These are the things that you guys are 
going to do. You brush your teeth, you get a magnet. Every time 
you get a magnet, you get a reward. Now, if you don’t do it, one 
gets taken away. 

Is 
are
are
are

8 (29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E ..Excuse me , e Catarina.  
Catarina. Catarina. Look at me. You need to show words. You need
to show words. You have wonderful words. You’re doing a good 
job, take your breath. You’re doing good job. You were upset? Tell 
me why?

are
are

9 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How do you want?You want the
timer? Okay. Look mommy. Take a timer away, because she does 
not want you to have it. But we are not whining anymore. Do you 
need to go to your room to have some time or would you like to go 
play with your sisters downstairs? Okay. That’s great.

are , 
is
is

10 (39/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)Whining isn’t  gonna get you 
the toy.  You ask her and you wait for her to say yes or no, cuz that 
belongs to Alex.

Is

11 (40/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:39/TFF/N911)Pains are your beans. and if 
you dont pick them up. Right? So? Because?

are

12 (42/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:17/TFF/N911) Amanda, we’re all playing 
together. 

are 

13 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm gonna move your arms. I 
want to look at your face. Okay, you look really upset. And I really 
like to help you. but in order for me to help you , figure out what’s 
wrong. I need you to tell me what you're  feeling, what’s going on.

am
is
are
is

14 (45/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:14/TFF/N911)No. Okay. So now truth is 
coming out. It's always good. Okay.  

Is 
is

15 (46/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)Why did you feel that daddy 
wasn’t being fair? 

was
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16 (47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s not about toys. It’s 
about feeling.  It’s important when you need attention, when you 
feel like it , things aren't being fair. You go and you tell grown up to
go and tell to your mom or your dad. Mom, I feel, so I'm not 
getting enough attention today. And I really need some more 
attention. You were the first born in this family. And because of that
you’ll always be special.

is
is
is
are
am
were

17 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the first born in this 
family. Just no matter way you were born from. You were first 
bones is found in this family doesn't matter where you are born 
from. Whether you were adopted or whether you were born of your 
mother's tummy. You are the first bones in this family. And you are 
very important. And actually being adopted make you little bit 
more special.  

are
were
were
are
were
are
are

18 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)Because you were born out of 
the heart. How did that love they wanted to give you.  

Were

19 (50/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:27/TFF/N911)You are the first born in this 
family. You are very important. And actually being adopted make 
you little be more special.  Because you were born of the heart. And
the love they want to give you. And no one person is more 
important than another. So, you go and you tell them when you 
need the attention. Make sure you do it.

are
are
were
is

20 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911)I’m sorry. You didn’t 
communicate anything with me. You needed to talk to me and tell 
me these things. Okay? And when I’m not being fair, you don't 
think that I'm being fair. I give you permission to tell me. Okay? 
Things are going to change. All right? Yeah. I'm sorry.  

am
am
bein
g
are
am

21 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say I'm sorry for using bad 
words mommy. Then this is going bye bye. And I’m taking it away.

am
is
am
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22 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911) What happened? … She was 
fighting with you? what’d she do to you? … She hits you? … Come 
out! Come out! You go to change and I’ll go to get Amanda. … Go, 
change! Come on, you need a new pair of pants!

was

23 (58/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:21/TFF/N911)When you were little grown, you
said to mommy where did I come from. You know what I told you? 
You came from  mommy’s heart. You came from mommy’s and 
daddy’s heart. Do you know what that means? That’s so special. 
And I really love you Alex. I never wanna hurt you. And I’m sorry if
I ever did. Okay? 

were

is

am

24 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N911) Isn’t this nice? We're all 
communicating, we're all taking. And look what happens, everyone 
gets to play. No hitting, no screaming, no yelling.

Is
are
are

25 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/N911)And that made you mad? Can 
choice word? I’m so proud of you.

am

26 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:12/TFF/N911)Whatever he is used for? is

27 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)And Stephen. Make sure to 
share. Don’t take them all. He was here first trying to play. Okay?

was

28 (67/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:38/TFF/N911)You are so big now. are
29 (68/CS/V.4/DT:0:07:04/TFF/N911) This is time to Nanny to say 

goodbye. I have to go to help some other kids to learn how to do 
things. Oh what have you got. Let me see. 

is
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(APPENDIX 13)

Data of The Function of Verb Do
of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

The function of verb do

1. To make negative
sentence

(09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) ... 
And  I won’t do anymore. 

(19/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911) 
Don’t sit down when I'm leaving.

(20/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911)Agh..No, you 
don’t hit honey.
(36/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911)You 
wanted dessert, but you didn’t wanna eat 
dinner.
(51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911) I’m 
sorry. You didn’t communicate anything 
with me. 
(30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)... 
because she does not want you to have it.
But we are not whining anymore....
(66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)... . 
Don’t take them all. ... 

2. To make question
sentence

(34/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911)You 
angry? Do you wanna talk about it now? 

(35/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:06:42/TFF/N911) 
Did you get angry? Did you get mad? 
Yeah..
(46/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)Why 
did you feel that daddy wasn’t being fair?

(03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/TFF/N911) 
David, do you want this?
(59/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:51/TFF/N911)What 
do you feel honey?

3. To emphasize the 
sentence

(04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)You
did urine on the floor?4. To stand alone in a

sentence
(09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) 
What is this. You do this all day long. ...

(10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911) ... . 
This is all I do all day long.

(31/CS/V.2 
/DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911) ... , I want 
them to come up and use their words like 
Catarina did. She did a wonderful job 
using words and very proud of you. 
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Okay?

(60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/N911)Okay. 
You did a great job. 
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(APPENDIX 14)

Data of Transitive and Intransitive Verb
of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
O

Caretaker Speech Transitive 
Verb

Intransitive
Verb1 (01/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get a 

nap bed now and stay there! . 
Get  stay

2 (02/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:01:34/TFF/N911)Ughhh…I’ve enough.  
You’ve to get up and stay upstairs. 

- get up, stay

3 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/TFF/N911)David, do
you want this? 

Want -

4 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)You did 
urine on the floor?

- urine

5 (06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/TFF/N911)No. You 
have used it all day long. 

Used -

6 (07/CS/V.1/DT:00:05:01/TFF/N911)Get 
upstairs! Get out! Get out of my living room 
now! You get out and you stay upstairs! Get 
a nap bed right now and stay there! 

get get a nap get, stay

7 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911)Sit 
down. Have to see in your room. I want this 
room clean now!    

want sit, See 

8 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911)What is
this. You do this all day long. And  I won’t 
do anymore. Get up. I just need a little help. I
have got enough. It’s too much.  

Do , need Got, get  
up, have 
got

9 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911)I’m tired 
to clean of the bed the whole of you. This is 
all I do all day long. 

clean do

10 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/N911)Guys, 
everybody, go downstairs now. 

- go

11 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911)I’ll get 
your pappy. I’ll get your pappy. I promise. 
Stephen, give him to your pappy.  

Get, give promise

12 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911)I’m right 
here. Come in.  

- come in

13 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TFF/N911)I'll take 
you more ‘ronis.  . 

will take -
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14 (18/CS/V.2 /DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911)Come 
on. Naptime. Let’s go. 

let go

15 (19/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911)Don’t sit 
down when I'm leaving. 

- Sit, leaving

16 (20/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911)Agh..No,
you don’t hit honey. 

hit -

17 (21/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911)Daniel, 
go the table. 

go -

18 (22/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911)Stephen. 
Let’s go. Brush your teeth. Go.  

brush go

19 (23/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:36/TFF/N911)Go. 
Come on.  

- Go, come 
on

20 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911)Brush 
your teeth and I’ll get your pappy there. 

Brush, get -

21 (25/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:46/TFF/N911)Stop it. 
Go. Shit. Daniel! 

stop go

22 (26/CS/V.2 /DT:0:01:04/TFF/N911)And in 
my nanny bag, I have the new family rules. 
And everybody has to follow them. Ok? 
First, first, first. No whining. Hands are not 
for hitting. I saw you miss Katarina hitting 
your mom. Be consistent, only say what you 
mean. 

Have, follow ,
saw, say

-

23 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Ok. 
Lasting. Next to everyone’s picture, there’s 
square. You see in the picture of what the 
need is above. This is the things that you 
guys are going to do. You brush your teeth, 
you get a magnet. Every time you get a 
magnet, you get a reward. Now, if you don’t 
do this, I’ll take it away. 

Brush, get, 
Get, do, take

-

24 (29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E 
..Excuse me , e Katharina.  Katharina. 
Katharina. Look at me. You need to show 
words. You need to show words. You have 
wonderful words. You’re doing a good job, 
take your breath. You’re doing good job. You
were upset? Tell me why? 

Excuse, Look,
show, have, 
take , tell

need
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25 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)What do 
you want?You want the timer? Ok. Look 
mommy, take a timer away, because she does
not want you to have it. But we are not 
whining anymore. Do you need to go to your
room to have some or would you like to go 
play with your sisters downstairs? Ok. That’s
great. 

- Want, 
Need, 

26 (31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If 
anybody has a problem, I want to come up 
and use the words like Katharina’s did. She 
did a wonderful job using words and very 
proud of you. Ok? 

Has, use, like,
did

Want, did

27 (32/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:59/TFF/N911)I wanna 
you ready to talk. We, with love to have you 
back.  

- talk

28 (33/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:08/TFF/N911)You 
angry? Do you wanna talk about it now?  

- talk

29 (35/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:06:42/TFF/N911)Did 
you get angry? Did you get mad? Ya.., You 
got mad and you threw the things. 

Did, threw Want, talk, 
get

30 (36/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911)You 
wanted dessert, but you didn’t wanna eat 
dinner. 

wanted Want 

31 (37/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911)Let’s go. 
You’ve some words and tell the dessert that 
you want. 

Let, have, tell go

32 (39/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)Whining 
isn’t a way to get the toy.  You ask her and 
you wait her to say yes or no, cause it 
belongs to Alex. 

Get, ask, wait,
say

belongs

33 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)Hey 
Amanda, come in. and  move your arms and 
I wanna look your face. Ok, you look really 
upset. And I really like to help you. To solve 
what’s wrong. And you need to tell me 
what’s your feeling, what’s going on. 

Move, look, 
help, solve, 
tell

Come, 
want, like, 
need

34 (44/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)So, 
something just happened. Somehow knowing
taking a toy, right? Ok? You can tell me. 

taking, tell -

35 (46/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)Why did 
you feel that daddy wasn’t being fair?  

- feel
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36 (47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s 
not about toys. It’s about feeling.  It’s 
important when you need attention, all feel 
like things inbeing fair. You go and you tell 
grow up going tell to your mom and your 
dad. Mom, I feel, I’m not get enough 
attention today. And I really need some more 
attention. You’re the first born in this family. 
And because of that you’ll always be special.

Need, feel, 
need

Go, tell

37 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are 
the first born in this family. Just no matter 
way you were born from. You were first born
in this family. Whether you were adopted or 
whether you were born of your mother 
stomach. You are the first born in this family.
And you are very important. And actually 
being adopted make you little be more 
special. 

  Adopted, 
make 

-

38 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)Because 
you were born of the heart. And the love they
want to give you.  

give -

39 (50/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:27/TFF/N911)You are 
the first born in this family. You are very 
important. And actually being adopted make 
you little be more special.  Because you were
born of the heart. And the love they want to 
give you. And no one person is more 
important than another. So, you go and you 
tell them when you need the attention. Make 
sure you do it. 

Make, tell, 
need, do,  

Adopted, 
born, want, 
go

40 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911)I’m sorry.
You didn’t communicate anything with me. 
And you did to talk to me the extend. Ok? 
And I’m not being fair. I give you promise to
tell me, ok? And you gonna change. All 
right? Let me hug. I’m sorry.  

Communicate
, talk, tell, let

Change , 
hug

41 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/N911)You can 
speak up from this time. All right? Let me 
hug.   

let hug

42 (53/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:08/TFF/N911)No 
kicking David! No.  Ignore it now.  

Ignore -

43 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Sam, say 
sorry for confusing bad words to mommy. 
And this is going bye bye. And I’m taking 
this away. 

say, taking -
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44 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)Want the 
magnet give it to you back? No more bad 
words. Say good words, and that will come. 

Want , give, 
say

 come

45 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911)What 
happened? … She was fighting with you? 
what’d she do to you? … She hits you? … 
Come out! Come out You go to change and 
I’ll go to get Amanda. … Go, change! Come 
on, you need a new pair of pants! 

, hit, get, need Come, go, 
Go, change

46 (57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N911)The 
reason of why I asked you a pair.  One I want
you know how much I love you. Ok? Never 
forget. Do you understand? Promise. Ok? 

Asked, want, 
love

Forget, 
understand,
promise

47 (58/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:21/TFF/N911)What do 
you feel honey? 

Feel -

48 (60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/N911)Ok. You 
did a great job.  

Did -

49 (61/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:35/TFF/N911)Go and 
talk to Amanda and ask her to play. 

ask Go, talk

50 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N911)Isn’t this 
nice? Role communicating, role taking. And 
look what happened, everyone gets the play. 
No hitting, no screaming, no yelling. 

get happened

51 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/N911)And that 
made you mad? Can choice word? I’m so 
proud of you. 

Made, choice -

52 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:12/TFF/N911)What the 
hands use for?  

use

53 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)Hi, 
Stephen. Make sure we share. Don’t take the 
more. He was here first to train the play. Ok?

take make sure, 
share,

54 (68/CS/V.4/DT:0:07:04/TFF/N911)This is 
time to Nanny to say goodbye. I have to go 
to help some other kids to learn how to do 
things. Oh..beautiful card. Let me see.  

help, do say, go, 
learn, see

55 (69/CS/V.4/DT:0:08:38/TFF/N911)Ok. So I 
have to go. So you take care! Keep up the 
rule!  

keep up go, take 
care
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(APPENDIX 15)

Data of Finite Verb
of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Finite Verb
Present Tense Past Tense

1 (01/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get
a nap bed now and stay there! 

(04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N
911) You did urine on the 
floor?

2 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/TFF/N911) David, 
do you want this?

(31/CS/V.2 
/DT:00:05:38/TFF/N911) ... . 
She did a wonderful job using 
words and very proud of you. 
Okay?

3 (07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962962963/TFF/
N911) Get upstairs! Get out! Get out of my 
living room now! You get out and you stay 
upstairs! Get a nap bed right now and stay 
there!

(27/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911) ... . I 
saw you miss Catarina hitting 
your mom. Be consistent, only 
say what you mean.

4 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit 
down.... 

(35/CS/V.2/DT: 
00:06:42/TFF/N911) Did you 
get angry? Did you get mad? 
Yeah.., You got mad and you 
through the things.

5 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911)  I 
want this room clean now! 

(36/CS/V.2/DT:0:06:56/TFF/N
911) You wanted dessert, but 
you didn’t wanna eat dinner.

6 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What
is this. You do this all day long. And  I 
won’t do anymore. Get up. I just need a 
little help. I have got enough. It’s too much.

(46/CS/V.2/DT:0:09:22/TFF/N
911) Why did you feel that 
daddy wasn’t being fair? 

7 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/N911) Guys, 
everybody, go downstairs now.

(51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N
911) I’m sorry. You didn’t 
communicate anything with 
me. You needed to talk to me 
and tell me these things. ... .  

8 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911) I’m 
right here. Come in. 

(57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N
911) The reason why I asked 
you up  here.  One I want you 
know how much I love you. 
Okay? ...
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9 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911)I’ll get 
your puppy. I’ll get your puppy. I promise. 
Stephen, give him your puppy. 

(60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/N
911) Okay. You did a great job.

10 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TFF/N911) I'll take
you more ‘ronis. 

(63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/N
911) And that made you mad? 
Can choice word? I’m so 
proud of you.

11 (18/CS/V.2 /DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911) Come 
on. Naptime. Let’s go.

-

12 (19/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911) Don’t 
sit down when I'm leaving.

-

13 (20/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911) 
Agh..No, you don’t hit honey.

-

14 (21/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911) 
Daniel, go the table.

-

15 (22/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911) 
Stephen. Let’s go. Brush your teeth. Go. 

-

16 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911) 
Brush your teeth and I’ll give you the 
puppy.

-

17 (27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911) ... Be 
consistent, only say what you mean.

-

18 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911) ... You 
see in the picture of what they need to do is
above. These are the things that you guys 
are going to do. You brush your teeth, you 
get a magnet. Every time you get a magnet,
you get a reward. Now, if you don’t do it, 
one gets taken away. 

-

19 (29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911) E 
..Excuse me , e Catarina.  Catarina. 
Catarina. Look at me. You need to show 
words. You need to show words. You have 
wonderful words. You’re doing a good job, 
take your breath. You’re doing good job. 
You were upset? Tell me why?

-
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20 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911) How 
do you want? You want the timer? Okay. 
Look mommy. Take a timer away, because 
she does not want you to have it. But we 
are not whining anymore. Do you need to 
go to your room to have some time or 
would you like to go play with your sisters 
downstairs? Okay. That’s great.

-

21 (31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911) If 
anybody has a problem, I want them to 
come up and use their words like Catarina 
did. 

-

22 (34/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911)You 
angry? Do you wanna talk about it now? 

-

23 (37/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911) Let’s 
go. You’re some words and tell her what it 
is that you want rather simply whining and 
moaning.

-

24 (39/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)...  You 
ask her and you wait for her to say yes or 
no, cuz that belongs to Alex.

-

25 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911) I'm 
gonna move your arms. I want to look at 
your face. Okay, you look really upset. And
I really like to help you. but in order for me
to help you , figure out what’s wrong. I 
need you to tell me what you're  feeling, 
what’s going on.

-
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26 (47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911) Ok. 
It’s not about toys. It’s about feeling.  
It’s important when you need attention, 
when you feel like it , things aren't being 
fair. You go and you tell grown up to go 
and tell to your mom or your dad. Mom, 
I feel, so I'm not getting enough 
attention today. And I really need some 
more attention. You were the first born 
in this family. And because of that you’ll 
always be special.

-

27 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911) ... And 
actually being adopted make you little bit 
more special.  

-

28 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911) Say 
I'm sorry for using bad words mommy. 
Then this is going bye bye. And I’m 
taking it away.

-

29 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911) Want 
me to give it to you back? No more bad 
words so how'd that go 

-

30 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911) What 
happened? … She was fighting with you? 
what’d she do to you? … She hits you? … 
Come out! Come out! You go to change 
and I’ll go to get Amanda. … Go, change! 
Come on, you need a new pair of pants!

-

31 (57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N911)The 
reason why I asked you up  here.  One I 
want you know how much I love you. 
Okay? Never forget to understand? 
Promise. Okay?

-

32 (59/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:51/TFF/N911) What 
do you feel honey?

-

33 (61/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:35/TFF/N911) Go and
talk to Amanda and ask her if you could 
play.

-
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34 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N911) Isn’t 
this nice? We're all communicating, 
we're all taking. And look what happens,
everyone gets to play. No hitting, no 
screaming, no yelling.

-

35 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911) And 
Stephen. Make sure to share. Don’t take 
them all. He was here first trying to play. 
Okay?

-
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(APPENDIX 17)

Data of Grammatical Form

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
O

GRAMMATICAL FORMS
PRESENT 
TENSE

PAST TENSE PERFECT 
TENSE

FUTURE 
TENSE

1 (01/CS/V.1/DT: 
00:01:07/TFF/N
911) Get a nap 
bed now and 
stay there! 

(04/CS/V.1/DT:0
:03:00/TFF/N91
1) You did urine 
on the floor?

(06/CS/V.1/DT:0
0:03:29/TFF/N9
11) No. You have
used it all day 
long.

(09/CS/V.1/DT:0
0:05:23/TFF/N9
11) ... . And  I 
won’t do 
anymore. ... .

2 (02/CS/V.1/DT: 
00:01:34/TFF/N
911) Ughhh…
I’ve enough.  
You’ve to get up 
and stay 
upstairs.

(27/CS/V.2/DT:0
:02:47/TFF/N91
1) .... . I saw you 
miss Catarina 
hitting your 
mom. ...

(09/CS/V.1/DT: 
00:05:23/TFF/N
911) ... . I have 
got enough. ... .

(14/CS/V.1/DT:0
:08:33/TFF/N91
1) I’ll get your 
puppy. I’ll get 
your puppy. ... .

3 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0
:02:19/TFF/N91
1) David, do you
want this?

(29/CS/V.2/DT:0
:04:48/TFF/N91
1) ... You were 
upset? ... 

- (16/CS/V.1/DT:0
:09:49/TFF/N91
1) I'll take you 
more ‘ronis. 

4 (05/CS/V.1/DT: 
00:03:27/TFF/N
911) Absolutely 
it’s enough.

(31/CS/V.2/DT:0
0:05:38/TFF/N9
11) ... She did a 
wonderful job 
using words and 
very proud of 
you. ...

- (17/CS/V.1/DT:0
:09:54/TFF/N91
1) Will it be 
enough?

5 (07/CS/V.1/DT:0
0:05:01/TFF/N9
11) Get upstairs!
Get out! Get out 
of my living 
room now! You 
get out and you 
stay upstairs! 
Get a nap bed 
right now and 
stay there!

(35/CS/V.2/DT:0
0:06:42/TFF/N9
11) Did you get 
angry? Did you 
get mad? Yeah.., 
You got mad and
you through the 
things.

- (24/CS/V.2/DT: 
00:00:39/TFF/N
911) ...  I’ll give 
you the puppy.
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6 (08/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00: 
05:19/TFF/N911
) Sit down. You 
have to see  your
room. I want this
room clean now!

(36/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:06:56/TF
F/N911) You 
wanted dessert, 
but you didn’t 
wanna eat 
dinner.

- (56/CS/V.3/DT:0
:05:19/TFF/N91
1) ...  I’ll go to 
get Amanda. ... . 

7 (09/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:05:23/TFF/
N911) What is 
this. You do this 
all day long. 
And  I won’t do 
anymore. Get 
up. I just need a 
little help. ... 

(46/CS/V.2/DT:0
:09:22/TFF/N91
1) Why did you 
feel that daddy 
wasn’t being 
fair? 

- -

8 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0
:06:36/TFF/N91
1) I’m tired to 
clean of the bed 
the whole of 
you. This is all I 
do all day long.

(47/CS/V.2/DT:0
:09:28/TFF/N91
1) ... . You were 
the first born in 
this family. ... 

- -

9 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0
:07:30/TFF/N91
1) Guys, 
everybody, go 
downstairs now.

(48/CS/V.2/DT:0
:09:28/TFF/N91
1) ... . Whether 
you were 
adopted or 
whether you 
were born of 
your mother's 
tummy. ...  

- -

10 (12/CS/V.1/DT:0
:07:44/TFF/N91
1) She’s here. 

(49/CS/V.3/DT:0
:00:02/TFF/N91
1) Because you 
were born out of 
the heart. How 
did that love they
wanted to give 
you.  

- -
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11 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0
:08:33/TFF/N91
1) I’ll get your 
puppy. I’ll get 
your puppy. I 
promise. 
Stephen, give 
him your puppy. 

(50/CS/V.3/DT:0
:00:27/TFF/N91
1)  ... Because 
you were born of
the heart. ... 

- -

12 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0
:09:02/TFF/N91
1) I’m right 
here. Come in. 

(51/CS/V.3/DT:0
:01:03/TFF/N91
1) ... . You didn’t 
communicate 
anything with 
me. You needed 
to talk to me and
tell me these 
things. ... .

- -

13 (18/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:10:02/TF
F/N911) Come 
on. Naptime. 
Let’s go.

(56/CS/V.3/DT:0
:05:19/TFF/N91
1) What 
happened? … 
She was fighting 
with you? what’d
she do to you? …
She hits you? … 
Come out! Come
out! You go to 
change and I’ll 
go to get 
Amanda. … Go, 
change! Come 
on, you need a 
new pair of 
pants!

- -

14 (19/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:07/TF
F/N911) Don’t 
sit down when 
I'm leaving.

(57/CS/V.4/DT:0
:03:45/TFF/N91
1) The reason 
why I asked you 
up  here.  One I 
want you know 
how much I love 
you. Okay? 
Never forget to 
understand? 
Promise. Okay?

- -
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15 (20/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:17/TF
F/N911) 
Agh..No, you 
don’t hit honey.

(58/CS/V.4/DT:0
:04:21/TFF/N91
1) When you 
were little 
grown, you said 
to mommy where
did I come 
from. ...  You 
came from  
mommy’s heart. 
You came from 
mommy’s and 
daddy’s 
heart. ... . 

- -

16 (21/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:24/TF
F/N911) Daniel, 
go the table.

(60/CS/V.4/DT:0
:04:53/TFF/N91
1) ... . You did a 
great job. 

- -

17 (22/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:32/TF
F/N911) 
Stephen. Let’s 
go. Brush your 
teeth. Go. 

(63/CS/V.4/DT:0
:05:57/TFF/N91
1) And that made
you mad? Can 
choice word? 
I’m so proud of 
you.

- -

18 (23/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:00:36/TF
F/N911) Go. 
Come on. 

(66/CS/V.4/DT:0
:06:25/TFF/N91
1) ... . He was 
here first trying 
to play. 

- -

19 (25/CS/V.2/DT:0
:00:46/TFF/N91
1) Sit. Daniel!

- - -

20 (26/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:01:04/TF
F/N911)No 
more!

- - -
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21 (27/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:02:47/TF
F/N911) And in 
my nanny bag, I 
have the new 
family rules. 
And everybody 
has to follow 
them. Okay. Oh. 
Are you looking 
at mister? You 
know about  the 
whining yeah. 
Hands are not 
for hitting. ... . 
Be consistent, 
only say what 
you mean.

- - -

22 (28/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:03:40/TF
F/N911) Okay. 
Lasting. Next to 
everyone’s 
picture, there 
are squares. You
see in the picture
of what they 
need to do is 
above. These are
the things that 
you guys are 
going to do. You 
brush your teeth,
you get a 
magnet. Every 
time you get a 
magnet, you get 
a reward. Now, 
if you don’t do it,
one gets taken 
away. 

- - -
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23 (29/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:04:48/TF
F/N911) E 
..Excuse me , e 
Catarina.  
Catarina. 
Catarina. Look 
at me. You need 
to show words. 
You need to 
show words. You
have wonderful 
words. You’re 
doing a good 
job, take your 
breath. You’re 
doing good job. 
You were upset? 
Tell me why?

- - -

24 (30/CS/V.2/DT:0
:05:14/TFF/N91
1) How do you 
want?You want 
the timer? Okay.
Look mommy. 
Take a timer 
away, because 
she does not 
want you to have
it. But we are 
not whining 
anymore. Do 
you need to go 
to your room to 
have some time 
or would you 
like to go play 
with your sisters
downstairs? 
Okay. That’s 
great.

- - -
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25 (31/CS/V.2 
/DT:00:05:38)./
TFF/N911) If 
anybody has a 
problem, I want 
them to come up
and use their 
words like 
Catarina did. 
She did a 
wonderful job 
using words and
very proud of 
you. Okay?

- - -

26 (32/CS/V.2/DT:0
:05:59/TFF/N91
1) No, not to just
screaming. No 
to just 
screaming. 

- - -

27 (33/CS/V.2/DT:0
:06:08/TFF/N91
1) I wanna you 
ready to talk. 
We, with love to 
have you back. 

- - -

28 (34/CS/V.2/DT:0
:06:23/TFF/N91
1)  You angry? 
Do you wanna 
talk about it 
now? 

- - -

29 (37/CS/V.2/DT:0
:07:05/TFF/N91
1) Let’s go. 
You’re some 
words and tell 
her what it is 
that you want 
rather simply 
whining and 
moaning.

- - -
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30 (39/CS/V.2/DT:0
:07:12/TFF/N91
1) Whining isn’t 
gonna get you 
the toy.  You ask 
her and you wait
for her to say 
yes or no, cuz 
that belongs to 
Alex.

- - -

31 (41/CS/V.2/DT:0
:08:12/TFF/N91
1) Amanda! 
Amanda!. Just 
leave her alone. 
Oh Amanda why
you angry?

- - -

32 (42/CS/V.2/DT:0
:08:17/TFF/N91
1) Amanda, 
we’re all playing
together. 

- - -

33 (43/CS/V.2/DT:0
:08:34/TFF/N91
1)  I'm gonna 
move your arms.
I want to look at 
your face. Okay, 
you look really 
upset. And I 
really like to 
help you. but in 
order for me to 
help you , figure 
out what’s 
wrong. I need 
you to tell me 
what you're  
feeling, what’s 
going on.

- - -
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34 (44/CS/V.2/DT:0
:09:06/TFF/N91
1) So, something
just happened. 
Something 
loving her 
taking a toy, 
right? Okay? 
Can you kind 
tell me what she 
took.

- - -

35 (45/CS/V.2/DT:0
:09:14/TFF/N91
1) No. Okay. So 
now truth is 
coming out. It's 
always good. 
Okay.  

- - -

36 (47/CS/V.2/DT:0
:09:28/TFF/N91
1) Ok. It’s not 
about toys. It’s 
about feeling.  
It’s important 
when you need 
attention, when 
you feel like it , 
things aren't 
being fair. You 
go and you tell 
grown up to go 
and tell to your 
mom or your 
dad. Mom, I 
feel, so I'm not 
getting enough 
attention today. 
And I really 
need some more 
attention. ... . 
And because of 
that you’ll 
always be 
special.

- - -
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37 (48/CS/V.2/DT:0
:09:28/TFF/N91
1) ... . Whether 
you were 
adopted or 
whether you 
were born of 
your mother's 
tummy. ... 

- - -

38 (50/CS/V.3/DT:0
:00:27/TFF/N91
1) You are the 
first born in this 
family. You are 
very important. 
And actually 
being adopted 
make you little 
be more special. 
... . And the love 
they want to give
you. And no one 
person is more 
important than 
another. So, you 
go and you tell 
them when you 
need the 
attention. Make 
sure you do it.

- - -

39 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0
:01:03/TFF/N91
1) I’m sorry. You
didn’t 
communicate 
anything with 
me. You needed 
to talk to me and
tell me these 
things. Okay? 
And when I’m 
not being fair, 
you don't think 
that I'm being 
fair. I give you 
permission to 

- - -
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tell me. Okay? 
Things are going
to change. All 
right? Yeah. I'm 
sorry.  

40 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0
:01:22/TFF/N91
1) You just got to
speak and ask 
for time and 
attention. All 
right?  I mean. 
Okay. 

- - -

41 (53/CS/V.3/DT:0
:02:08/TFF/N91
1) Stop hiking 
David! No.  Just 
Ignore now.  

- - -

42 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0
:02:33/TFF/N91
1) Say I'm sorry 
for using bad 
words mommy. 
Then this is 
going bye bye. 
And I’m taking it
away.

- - -

43 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0
:02:47/TFF/N91
1) Want me to 
give it to you 
back? No more 
bad words so 
how'd that go 

- - -
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44 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0
:05:19/TFF/N91
1) What 
happened? … 
what’d she do to
you? … She hits 
you? … Come 
out! Come out! 
You go to 
change and I’ll 
go to get 
Amanda. … Go, 
change! Come 
on, you need a 
new pair of 
pants!

- - -

45 (57/CS/V.4/DT:0
:03:45/TFF/N91
1) ...  One I want
you know how 
much I love you.
Okay? Never 
forget to 
understand? 
Promise. Okay?

- - -

46 (58/CS/V.4/DT:0
:04:21/TFF/N91
1) Do you know 
what that 
means? That’s 
so special. And I
really love you 
Alex. I never 
wanna hurt you. 
And I’m sorry if 
I ever did. 
Okay? 

- - -

47 (59/CS/V.4/DT:0
:04:51/TFF/N91
1) What do you 
feel honey?

- - -

48 (61/CS/V.4/DT:0
:05:35/TFF/N91
1) Go and talk 
to Amanda and 
ask her if you 

- - -
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could play.

49 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0
:05:42/TFF/N91
1) Isn’t this 
nice? We're all 
communicating, 
we're all taking. 
And look what 
happens, 
everyone gets to 
play. No hitting, 
no screaming, 
no yelling.

- - -

50 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0
:05:57/TFF/N91
1) And that 
made you mad? 
Can choice 
word? I’m so 
proud of you.

- - -

51 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0
:06:12/TFF/N91
1) Whatever he 
is used for? 

- - -

52 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0
:06:25/TFF/N91
1) And Stephen. 
Make sure to 
share. Don’t 
take them all. 
He was here 
first trying to 
play. Okay?

- - -

53 (67/CS/V.4/DT:0
:06:38/TFF/N91
1)You are so big 
now.

- - -
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54 (68/CS/V.4/DT:0
:07:04/TFF/N91
1) This is time to
Nanny to say 
goodbye. I have 
to go to help 
some other kids 
to learn how to 
do things. Oh 
what have you 
got. Let me see. 

- - -

55 (69/CS/V.4/DT:0
:08:38/TFF/N91
1) Okay. So I 
have to go. So 
you take care! 
Keep up with the
rules. Right! 

- - -
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(APPENDIX 18)

Data of Indicative Mood

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No Indicative mood (statement)
Indicative mood (statement) Imperative mood (wish)

1 (02/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:01:34/TFF/N911) Ughhh…
I’ve enough.  

(01/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:07/TFF/N911) 
Get a nap bed now and stay there! 

2 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/TFF/N9
11) David, do you want this?

(02/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:01:34/TFF/N911) ... .  You’ve to 
get up and stay upstairs.

3 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N9
11)You did urine on the floor?

(07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962962963/T
FF/N911) Get upstairs! Get out! Get 
out of my living room now! You get out
and you stay upstairs! Get a nap bed 
right now and stay there!

4 (05/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:03:27/TFF/N911)Absolutel
y it’s enough.

(08/CS/V.1/DT: 00: 05:19/TFF/N911) 
Sit down. You have to see  your room. I
want this room clean now! 

5 (06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/TFF/N9
11) No. You have used it all day
long.

(11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/N911)Guy
s, everybody, go downstairs now.

6 (12/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:44/TFF/N9
11) She’s here. 

(14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911) ... 
Stephen, give him your puppy. 

7 (09/CS/V.1/DT: 
'00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is 
this. You do this all day long. 
And  I won’t do anymore. Get 
up. I just need a little help. I 
have got enough. It’s too much. 

(19/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911) 
Don’t sit down when I'm leaving.

8 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N9
11) I’m tired to clean of the bed
the whole of you. This is all I 
do all day long.

(20/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911) 
Agh..No, you don’t hit honey.

9 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N9
11) I’ll get your puppy. I’ll get 
your puppy. I promise. Stephen,
give him your puppy. 

(21/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911) 
Daniel, go the table.

10 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N9
11) I’m right here. Come in. 

(22/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911) 
Stephen. Let’s go. Brush your teeth. 
Go. 
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11 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TFF/N9
11) I'll take you more ‘ronis. 

(23/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:36/TFF/N911) 
Go. Come on. 

12 (17/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:54/TFF/N9
11) Will it be enough?

(24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911) 
Brush your teeth and I’ll give you the 
puppy.

13 (18/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911) Come 
on. Naptime. Let’s go.

(25/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:46/TFF/N911) 
Sit. Daniel!

14 (27/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in 
my nanny bag, I have the new 
family rules. And everybody 
has to follow them. Okay. Oh. 
Are you looking at mister? You 
know about  the whining yeah. 
Hands are not for hitting. I saw
you miss Catarina hitting your 
mom. Be consistent, only say 
what you mean.

(29/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911) ... .  Look at 
me. You need to show words. You need 
to show words. You have wonderful 
words. You’re doing a good job, take 
your breath. ... . 

15 (28/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911) Okay. 
Lasting. Next to everyone’s 
picture, there are squares. You 
see in the picture of what they 
need to do is above. These are 
the things that you guys are 
going to do. You brush your 
teeth, you get a magnet. Every 
time you get a magnet, you get 
a reward. Now, if you don’t do 
it, one gets taken away. 

(27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911) Be
consistent, only say what you mean.

16 (29/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911) ...  You
need to show words. You need 
to show words. You have 
wonderful words. You’re doing 
a good job, take your breath. 
You’re doing good job. You 
were upset? Tell me why?

(31/CS/V.2 
/DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911) ...  I want 
them to come up and use their words 
like Catarina did. ... .
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17 (30/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911) How 
do you want?You want the 
timer? Okay. Look mommy. 
Take a timer away, because she
does not want you to have it. 
But we are not whining 
anymore. Do you need to go to 
your room to have some time or
would you like to go play with 
your sisters downstairs? Okay. 
That’s great.

(32/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:59/TFF/N911) 
No, not to just screaming. No to just 
screaming. 

18 (31/CS/V.2 
/DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If 
anybody has a problem, I want 
them to come up and use their 
words like Catarina did. She 
did a wonderful job using 
words and very proud of you. 
Okay?

(37/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911) ... . tell her 
what it is that you want rather simply 
whining and moaning.

19 (33/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:06:08/TFF/N911) I 
wanna you ready to talk. We, 
with love to have you back. 

(39/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911) ... .  You ask 
her and you wait for her to say yes or 
no, cuz that belongs to Alex.

20 (34/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911)You 
angry? Do you wanna talk 
about it now? 

(43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911) I 
need you to tell me what you're  
feeling, what’s going on.

21 (35/CS/V.2 /DT: 
00:06:42/TFF/N911) Did you 
get angry? Did you get mad? 
Yeah.., You got mad and you 
through the things.

(51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911)...  I
give you permission to tell me. ...  

22 (36/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911) You 
wanted dessert, but you didn’t 
wanna eat dinner.

(53/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:08/TFF/N911)Sto
p hiking David! No.  Just Ignore now.  

23 (41/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:12/TFF/N911)Amand
a! Amanda!. Just leave her 
alone. Oh Amanda why you 
angry?

(54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say
I'm sorry for using bad words 
mommy. ... .

24 (42/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:17/TFF/N911)Amand
a, we’re all playing together. 

(55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911) ... 
No more bad words so how'd that go 
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25 (43/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm 
gonna move your arms. I want 
to look at your face. Okay, you 
look really upset. And I really 
like to help you. but in order for
me to help you , figure out 
what’s wrong. I need you to tell 
me what you're  feeling, what’s 
going on.

(56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911)  … 
Come out! Come out! You go to 
change and I’ll go to get Amanda. … 
Go, change! Come on ... .

26 (44/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)So, 
something just happened. 
Something loving her taking a 
toy, right? Okay? Can you kind 
tell me what she took.

(57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N911) ... 
Never forget to understand? 
Promise. ... .

27 (45/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:09:14/TFF/N911)No. 
Okay. So now truth is coming 
out. It's always good. Okay.  

(61/CS/V.4/DT:00:05:35/TFF/N911) 
Go and talk to Amanda and ask her if 
you could play.

28 (46/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)Why 
did you feel that daddy wasn’t 
being fair? 

(66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911) ... .
Make sure to share. Don’t take them 
all. ... .

29 (47/CS/V.2 
/DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s
not about toys. It’s about 
feeling.  It’s important when 
you need attention, when you 
feel like it , things aren't being 
fair. You go and you tell grown 
up to go and tell to your mom 
or your dad. Mom, I feel, so I'm
not getting enough attention 
today. And I really need some 
more attention. You were the 
first born in this family. And 
because of that you’ll always 
be special.

-

30 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N9
11)I’m sorry. You didn’t 
communicate anything with me.
You needed to talk to me and 
tell me these things. Okay? And
when I’m not being fair, you 
don't think that I'm being fair. I 

-
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give you permission to tell me. 
Okay? Things are going to 
change. All right? Yeah. I'm 
sorry.  

31 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N9
11) What happened? … She 
was fighting with you? what’d 
she do to you? … She hits you? 
… Come out! Come out! You go
to change and I’ll go to get 
Amanda. … Go, change! Come 
on, you need a new pair of 
pants!

-

32 (59/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:51/TFF/N9
11)What do you feel honey?

-

33 (60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/N9
11)Okay. You did a great job. 

-

34 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N9
11) Isn’t this nice? We're all 
communicating, we're all 
taking. And look what happens,
everyone gets to play. No 
hitting, no screaming, no 
yelling.

-

35 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/N9
11)And that made you mad? 
Can choice word? I’m so proud
of you.

-

36 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:12/TFF/N9
11)Whatever he is used for? 

-

37 (67/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:38/TFF/N9
11)You are so big now.

-
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(APPENDIX 19)

Data of Adjectives

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Caretaker Speech Adjective
Determiner Descriptiv

e
Adjective

1 (01/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get a nap 
bed now and stay there! 

a

2 (02/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:34/TFF/N911)Ughhh…
I’ve enough.  You’ve to get up and stay upstairs.

enough

3 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/TFF/N911)David, do 
you want this?

this

4 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)You did urine 
on the floor?

the

5 (05/CS/V.1/DT: '00:03:27/TFF/N911)Absolutely 
it’s enough.

enough

6 (06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/TFF/N911) No. You have
used it all day long.

all

7 (07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962962963/TFF/N911)
Get upstairs! Get out! Get out of my living room 
now! You get out and you stay upstairs! Get a 
nap bed right now and stay there!

my, a right, 
living

8 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit down. 
You have to see  your room. I want this room 
clean now! 

your, this

9 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is 
this. You do this all day long. And  I won’t do 
anymore. Get up. I just need a little help. I have 
got enough. It’s too much. 

little, much,
this, a

enough

(10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911)I’m tired to 
clean of the bed the whole of you. This is all I do
all day long.

all, this, the whole, 
tired, long

11 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/N911)Guys, 
everybody, go downstairs now.

12 (12/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:44/TFF/N911)She’s here. 
13 (13/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:57/TFF/N911)Hello 

everybody. 
14 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911)I’ll get your 

puppy. I’ll get your puppy. I promise. Stephen, 
give him your puppy. 

your
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15 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911)I’m right 
here. Come in. 

right

16 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TFF/N911)I'll take you 
more ‘ronis. 

more

17 (17/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:54/TFF/N911)Will it be 
enough?

enough

18 (18/CS/V.2 /DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911)Come on. 
Naptime. Let’s go.

19 (19/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911) Don’t sit 
down when I'm leaving.

20 (20/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911)Agh..No, you
don’t hit honey.

21 (21/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911) Daniel, go 
the table.

the

22 (22/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911) Stephen. 
Let’s go. Brush your teeth. Go. 

your

23 (23/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:36/TFF/N911)Go. Come 
on. 

24 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911) Brush 
your teeth and I’ll give you the puppy.

your, the

25 (25/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:46/TFF/N911)Sit. Daniel!
26 (26/CS/V.2 /DT:0:01:04/TFF/N911)No more! more
27 (27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in my 

nanny bag, I have the new family rules. And 
everybody has to follow them. Okay. Oh. Are you
looking at mister? You know about  the whining 
yeah. Hands are not for hitting. I saw you miss 
Catarina hitting your mom. Be consistent, only 
say what you mean.

your, my, 
the, 

consistent

28 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. 
Lasting. Next to everyone’s picture, there are 
squares. You see in the picture of what they need 
to do is above. These are the things that you 
guys are going to do. You brush your teeth, you 
get a magnet. Every time you get a magnet, you 
get a reward. Now, if you don’t do it, one gets 
taken away. 

that, a, the square

29 (29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E ..Excuse 
me , e Catarina.  Catarina. Catarina. Look at 
me. You need to show words. You need to show 
words. You have wonderful words. You’re doing 
a good job, take your breath. You’re doing good 
job. You were upset? Tell me why?

all, this, a good, 
wonderful
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30 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How do you 
want?You want the timer? Okay. Look mommy. 
Take a timer away, because she does not want 
you to have it. But we are not whining anymore. 
Do you need to go to your room to have some 
time or would you like to go play with your 
sisters downstairs? Okay. That’s great.

some, your, 
that, a, the, 

31 (31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If anybody
has a problem, I want them to come up and use 
their words like Catarina did. She did a 
wonderful job using words and very proud of 
you. Okay?

a wonderful,
proud

32 (32/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:59/TFF/N911)No, not to 
just screaming. No to just screaming. 

33 (33/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:08/TFF/N911)I wanna you 
ready to talk. We, with love to have you back. 

ready

34 (34/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911)You angry? 
Do you wanna talk about it now? 

angry

35 (35/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:06:42/TFF/N911)Did you 
get angry? Did you get mad? Yeah.., You got 
mad and you through the things.

the angry, 
mad

36 (36/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911)You wanted 
dessert, but you didn’t wanna eat dinner.

37 (37/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911)Let’s go. 
You’re some words and tell her what it is that 
you want rather simply whining and moaning.

what, some,
that

38 (38/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:11/TFF/N911)Good boy. good
39 (39/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)Whining isn’t

gonna get you the toy.  You ask her and you wait 
for her to say yes or no, cuz that belongs to Alex.

that, the

40 (40/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:39/TFF/N911)Pains are 
your beans. and if you dont pick them up. Right?
So? Because?

your right

41 (41/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:12/TFF/N911)Amanda! 
Amanda!. Just leave her alone. Oh Amanda why 
you angry?

angry

42 (42/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:17/TFF/N911)Amanda, 
we’re all playing together. 

all

43 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm gonna 
move your arms. I want to look at your face. 
Okay, you look really upset. And I really like to 
help you. but in order for me to help you , figure 
out what’s wrong. I need you to tell me what 
you're  feeling, what’s going on.

what wrong, 
upset
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44 (44/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)So, 
something just happened. Something loving her 
taking a toy, right? Okay? Can you kind tell me 
what she took.

what, a right

45 (45/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:14/TFF/N911)No. Okay. So
now truth is coming out. It's always good. Okay. 

good

46 (46/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)Why did you 
feel that daddy wasn’t being fair? 

that

47 (47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s not 
about toys. It’s about feeling.  It’s important 
when you need attention, when you feel like it , 
things aren't being fair. You go and you tell 
grown up to go and tell to your mom or your 
dad. Mom, I feel, so I'm not getting enough 
attention today. And I really need some more 
attention. You were the first born in this family. 
And because of that you’ll always be special.

more, some,
first, your, 
that, this, 
the

special, 
fair, 
enough

48 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the 
first born in this family. Just no matter way you 
were born from. You were first bones is found in 
this family doesn't matter where you are born 
from. Whether you were adopted or whether you 
were born of your mother's tummy. You are the 
first bones in this family. And you are very 
important. And actually being adopted make you
little bit more special.  

more, little, 
first, this, 
the

special

49 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)Because you 
were born out of the heart. How did that love 
they wanted to give you.  

that, the

50 (50/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:27/TFF/N911)You are the 
first born in this family. You are very important. 
And actually being adopted make you little be 
more special.  Because you were born of the 
heart. And the love they want to give you. And 
no one person is more important than another. 
So, you go and you tell them when you need the 
attention. Make sure you do it.

more, little, 
first, this, 
the

special, 
important

51 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911)I’m sorry. 
You didn’t communicate anything with me. You 
needed to talk to me and tell me these things. 
Okay? And when I’m not being fair, you don't 
think that I'm being fair. I give you permission to
tell me. Okay? Things are going to change. All 
right? Yeah. I'm sorry.  

that sorry, 
right, fair
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52 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/N911)You just got 
to speak and ask for time and attention. All 
right?  I mean. Okay. 

right

53 (53/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:08/TFF/N911)Stop hiking 
David! No.  Just Ignore now.  

54 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say I'm sorry 
for using bad words mommy. Then this is going 
bye bye. And I’m taking it away.

this sorry, bad

55 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)Want me to 
give it to you back? No more bad words so 
how'd that go 

more, that bad

56 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911) What 
happened? … She was fighting with you? what’d
she do to you? … She hits you? … Come out! 
Come out! You go to change and I’ll go to get 
Amanda. … Go, change! Come on, you need a 
new pair of pants!

what, a new

57 (57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N911)The reason 
why I asked you up  here.  One I want you know 
how much I love you. Okay? Never forget to 
understand? Promise. Okay?

much

58 (58/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:21/TFF/N911)When you 
were little grown, you said to mommy where did 
I come from. You know what I told you? You 
came from  mommy’s heart. You came from 
mommy’s and daddy’s heart. Do you know what 
that means? That’s so special. And I really love 
you Alex. I never wanna hurt you. And I’m sorry 
if I ever did. Okay? 

what, little, 
that

special , 
sorry

59 (59/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:51/TFF/N911)What do you 
feel honey?

what

60 (60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/N911)Okay. You did
a great job. 

a great

61 (61/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:35/TFF/N911)Go and talk 
to Amanda and ask her if you could play.

62 (62/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:42/TFF/N911) Isn’t this 
nice? We're all communicating, we're all taking. 
And look what happens, everyone gets to play. 
No hitting, no screaming, no yelling.

what, all, 
this

nice

63 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/N911)And that 
made you mad? Can choice word? I’m so proud 
of you.

that proud, 
mad

64 (64/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:03/TFF/N911)Very good! good
65 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:12/TFF/N911)Whatever he 

is used for? 
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66 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)And Stephen. 
Make sure to share. Don’t take them all. He was 
here first trying to play. Okay?

all, first, sure

67 (67/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:38/TFF/N911)You are so 
big now.

big

68 (68/CS/V.4/DT:0:07:04/TFF/N911) This is time 
to Nanny to say goodbye. I have to go to help 
some other kids to learn how to do things. Oh 
what have you got. Let me see. 

what, some,
this

69 (69/CS/V.4/DT:0:08:38/TFF/N911)Okay. So I 
have to go. So you take care! Keep up with the 
rules. Right! 

the right
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(APPENDIX 20)

Data of  Adjectives Function

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

NO CARETAK
ER 

Adjective 
modifying 

Explanation Adjective 
modifying

Explanatio
n1 Get a nap 

bed now 
and stay 
there! .

a The word a 
modifies noun 
nap

- -

2 Ughhh…
I’ve 
enough.  
You’ve to 
get up and 
stay 
upstairs.

- - enough The word 
enough 
modifies 
pronoun 
I.

3 I’ve got 
enough. 

- - enough The word 
enough 
modifies 
pronoun 
I.

4 You did 
urine on 
the floor?

the The word the 
modifies noun 
floor.

- -

5 Absolutely 
it’s enough.

- - enough The word 
enough 
modifies 
pronoun 
it.

6 No. you 
have used it
all day 
long.

long The word long 
modifies noun 
day.

- -

7 Get 
upstairs! 
Get out! Get
out of my 
living room 
now! You 

my The word my 
modifies noun 
living room.

- -

living The word living 
modifies noun 
room.

- -
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get out and 
you stay 
upstairs! 
Get a nap 
bed right 
now and 
stay there!

a The word a 
modifies noun 
nap.

- -

8 Have to see 
in your 
room. I 
want this 
room clean 
now!

this The word this 
modifies noun 
room.

- -

your The word your 
modifies noun 
room.

- -

9 What is 
this. You do
this all day 
long. And  I
won’t do 
anymore. 
Get up. I 
just need a 
little help. I 
have got 
enough. It’s
too much. 

all The word all 
modifies noun 
day.

- -

long The word long 
modifies noun 
day.

- -

a The word a 
modifies noun 
help.

- -

little The word little 
modifies noun 
help.

- -

- - much The word 
much 
modifies 
pronoun It.

10 I’m tired to
clean of the
bed the 
whole of 
you. These 
are all I do 
all day 
long.

the The word the 
modifies noun 
bed.

- -

- - the The word 
the 
modifies 
pronoun 
you.

- - whole The word 
all 
modifies 
pronoun 
you.
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- - all The word 
whole 
modifies 
pronoun 
these.

all The word all 
modifies noun 
day.

- -

long The word long 
modifies noun 
day.

- -

11 I’ll get your
pappy. I’ll 
get your 
pappy. I 
promise. 
Stephen, 
give him to 
your pappy.

your The word your 
modifies noun 
pappy.

- -

12 I take you 
more ‘ronis. 

more The word more 
modifies noun 
'ronis. 

- -

13 Will it be 
enough?

- - enough The word 
enough 
modifies 
pronoun 
it. 
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14 Good. 
Naptime. 
Let’s go.

- The word Good 
is aimed to 
appreciate the 
child's job. The 
word good is as 
same as good job
or good boy. So 
the word good 
modifies noun-
job/ boy. 

15 Daniel, go 
the table.

the The word the 
modifies noun 
table. 

- -

16 Let’s go. 
Brush your 
teeth. Go. 

your The word your 
modifies noun 
teeth. 

- -

17 Brush your 
teeth and I’ll
get your 
pappy there.

your The word your 
modifies noun 
teeth. 

- -

your The word your 
modifies noun 
pappy. 

- -

18 And in my 
nanny bag, I
have the 
new family 
rules. And 
everybody 
has to 
follow them.
Ok?

my The word my 
modifies noun 
Nanny bag. 

- -

the The word the 
modifies noun 
new family rules. 

- -

new The word new 
modifies noun 
family rules. 

- -
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19 First, first, 
first. No 
whining. 

first The word first 
refers to the 
Nanny's rules. 
So the word first
modifies noun-
rules.

- -

20 Be 
consistent, 
only say 
what you 
mean.

- - consistent the word 
consistent 
explicitly 
modifies 
pronoun-
you. 
Because 
this 
imperrativ
e sentence 
is said by 
Nanny 
Deb to the 
children.

21 Ok. 
Lasting. 
Next to 
everyone’s 
picture, 
there’s 
square. You
see in the 
picture of 
what the 
need is 
above. 
These are 
the things 
that you 
guys are 
going to do.
You brush 
your teeth, 
you get a 
magnet.

what The word what 
modifies noun- 
the need. 

- -

the The word the 
modifies noun 
picture.

- -

what The word the 
modifies noun the
need.

- -

the The word the  
modifies noun 
need.

- -

the The word the  
modifies noun 
things.

- -

your The word your  
modifies noun 
teeth.

- -
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a The word a  
modifies noun 
magnet.

- -

22 Every time 
you get a 
magnet, 
you get a 
reward. 
Now, if you 
don’t do 
this, I’ll 
take it 
away.

a The word a  
modifies noun 
magnet.

- -

a The word a  
modifies noun 
reward.

- -

this The word this a  
modifies noun - 
the rules given 
by Nanny.

- -

23 Katharina. 
Katharina. 
Look at me.
You need to
show 
words. You 
need to 
show 
words. You 
have 
wonderful 
words. 
You’re 
doing a 
good job, 
take your 
breath. 

wonderful The word 
wonderful 
modifies noun - 
word.

- -

a The word a  
modifies noun - 
good job.

- -

good The word good  
modifies noun - 
job.

- -

your The word your  
modifies noun - 
breath.

- -

24 You’re 
doing good 
job. You 
were upset?
Tell me 
why? 

good The word good  
modifies noun - 
job.

- -

- - upset The word 
upset  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.
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25 You want 
the timer? 
Ok. Look 
mommy, 
take a timer
away, 
because she
does not 
want you to
have it. But 
we are not 
whining 
anymore. 
Do you 
need to go 
to your 
room to 
have some 
or would 
you like to 
go play 
with your 
sisters 
downstairs?

the The word the  
modifies noun - 
timer.

- -

a The word a  
modifies noun - 
timer.

- -

your The word your  
modifies noun - 
room.

- -

your The word your  
modifies noun - 
sisters.

- -

26 Ok. That’s 
great.

- - great The word 
great  
modifies 
pronoun -
that.

27 If anybody 
has a 
problem, I 
want to 
come up 
and use the 
words like 
Katharina’s
did.

a The word a  
modifies noun - 
problem.

- -

the The word the  
modifies noun - 
words.

- -

28 She did a 
wonderful 
job using 
words and 

a The word a  
modifies noun - 
wonderful job.

- -
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very proud 
of you. Ok?

wonderful The word 
wonderful  
modifies noun - 
job.

- -

29 I wanna 
you ready to
talk. We, 
with love to
have you 
back. 

- - ready The word 
ready  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

- - back The word 
back  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

30 You angry? 
Do you 
wanna talk 
about it 
now? 

- - anggry The word 
angry  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

31 Did you get 
angry? Did 
you get 
mad? Ya.., 
You got mad
and you 
threw the 
things.

- - angry The word 
angry  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

- - mad The word 
mad  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

32 Let’s go. 
You’ve 
some words
and tell the 
dessert that
you want.

some The word some  
modifies noun - 
words.

- -

the The word the  
modifies noun - 
dessert.

- -

33 Good boy. good The word good  
modifies noun - 
boy.

- -
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34 Whining 
isn’t a way 
to get the 
toy.  You 
ask her and
you wait 
her to say 
yes or no, 
cause it 
belongs to 
Alex.

a The word a  
modifies noun - 
way.

- -

the The word the  
modifies noun - 
toy.

- -

35 Amanda, 
why you’re 
angry?

- - angry The word 
angry  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

36 Hey 
Amanda, 
come in. 
and  move 
your arms 
and I 
wanna look 
your face. 
Ok, you 
look really 
upset. And 
I really like 
to help you.
To solve 
what’s 

your The word your  
modifies noun - 
arms.

- -

your The word your  
modifies noun - 
face.

- -

- - upset The word 
upset  
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

- - wrong The word 
wrong  
modifies 
pronoun -
what.

your The word your  
modifies noun - 
feeling.

- -

37 Truth is 
good. Ok? 

good The word good  
modifies noun - 
truth.
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38 Why did 
you feel that
daddy 
wasn’t being
fair? 

fair The word fair  
modifies noun - 
daddy.

39 Ok. It’s not 
about toys. 
It’s about 
feeling.  It’s
important 
when you 
need 
attention, 
all feel like 
things 
inbeing fair.
You go and 
you tell 
grow up 
going tell to
your mom 
and your 
dad. Mom, 
I feel, I’m 
not get 
enough 
attention 
today. And 
I really 
need some 
more 
attention. 
You’re the 
first born in
this family. 
And 
because of 
that you’ll 
always be 
special.

important The word 
important 
modifies 
pronoun -
it.

fair The word fair  
modifies noun - 
things.

your The word your 
modifies noun - 
mom.

your The word your 
modifies noun - 
dad.

- -

enough The word 
enough modifies 
noun - attention.

- -

more The word more 
modifies noun - 
attention.

- -

- - special The word 
special 
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

40 You are the 
first born in
this family. 
Just no 
matter way 

- first The word 
first 
modifies 
pronoun-
you. 
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you were 
born from. 
You were 
first born in
this family. 
Whether 
you were 
adopted or 
whether 
you were 
born of 
your 
mother's 
stomach. 
You are the 
first born in
this family. 
And you 
are very 
important. 
And 
actually 
being 
adopted 
make you 
little be 
more 
special.  

this The word this 
modifies noun - 
family.

important The word 
important 
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

little The word 
little 
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

more The word 
more 
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

special The word 
special 
modifies 
pronoun -
you.

41 I’m sorry. 
You didn’t 
communica
te anything 
with me. 
And you 
did to talk 
to me the 
extent. Ok? 
And I’m 
not being 
fair. I give 
you 
promise to 
tell me, ok? 
And you 
gonna 
change. All 

- - sorry The word 
sorry 
modifies 
pronoun -
I.

the The word the 
modifies noun - 
extent.
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right? Let 
me hug. 
I’m sorry. 

42 Sam, say 
sorry for 
confusing 
bad words to
mommy. 
And this is 
going bye 
bye. And 
I’m taking 
this away.

- - sorry the word 
sorry is in 
imperativ
e 
sentence. 
It is 
aimed to 
you (you 
refers to 
Sam). So 
the word 
sorry 
modifies 
pronoun- 
you. 

bad The word bad 
modifies noun - 
words.

- -

43 Want the 
magnet give
it to you 
back? No 
more bad 
words. Say 
good words,
and that 
will come.

the The word the 
modifies noun 
-magnet.

- -

more The word more 
modifies noun 
-bad words.

- -

bad The word good 
modifies noun - 
words.

- -

good The word bad 
modifies noun - 
words.

- -

44 Go, change. 
Come on, 
you need a 
new pair of 

a The word a 
modifies noun - 
new pair of 
pants.

- -
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pants. new The word new 
modifies noun - 
pair of pants.

- -

45 The reason 
of why I 
asked you a 
pair.  One I 
want you 
know how 
much I love 
you. Ok? 
Never 
forget. Do 
you 
understand? 
Promise. 
Ok?

the The word the 
modifies noun - 
reason

- -

a The word a 
modifies noun - 
pair

- -

much The word much 
modifies noun - 
love

- -

46 Ok. You did
a great job. 

a The word a 
modifies noun - 
great job

- -

great The word great 
modifies noun - 
job.

- -

47 Isn’t this 
nice? Role 
communica
ting, role 
taking. And
look what 
happened, 
everyone 
gets the 
play. No 
hitting, no 
screaming, 
no yelling.

- - nice The word 
nice 
modifies 
pronoun -
this.

the The word the 
modifies noun - 
play.

- -

47 And that 
made you 
mad? Can 
choice 
word? I’m 
so proud of 

- - mad The word 
mad 
modifies 
pronoun -
you.
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you.

49 What the 
hands use 
for? 

the The word the 
modifies noun - 
hands.

- -

50 Make sure 
we share. 
Don’t take 
the more. 
He was 
here first to 
train the 
play. Ok?

the The word the 
modifies noun - 
more. The word 
more explicitly 
refers to the play

- -

the The word the 
modifies noun - 
play.

- -

51 You are so 
big now.

- - big The word 
big 
modifies 
pronoun -
you.
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(APPENDIX 21)

Data of Adverb Function

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Function of Adverb

Adverb Sentence Explanatio
n

1 Now (01/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get a nap 
bed now and stay there!

Adverb 
now 
modifies 
the whole 
sentence.

2 There Adverb 
there 
modifies 
verb stay.

3 Upstairs (02/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:34/TFF/N911)Ughhh…
I’ve enough.  You’ve to get up and stay 
upstairs.

Adverb 
upstairs 
modifies 
verb stay.

4 Absolutely (05/CS/V.1/DT: '00:03:27/TFF/N911)Absolutely 
it’s enough.

Adverb 
absolutely
modifies 
the whole 
sentence.

5 Upstairs (07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962962963/TFF/N911)
Get upstairs! Get out! Get out of my living room 
now! You get out and you stay upstairs! Get a nap
bed right now and stay there!

Adverb 
upstairs 
modifies 
verb get.

6 Out Adverb 
out 
modifies 
verb get.

7 There Adverb 
there 
modifies 
verb stay.

8 Down (D8) Sit down (Part 1. 00: 05:19). Adverb 
down 
modifies 
verb sit.
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9 Now (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit down.
You have to see  your room. I want this room 
clean now!

Adveb 
now 
modifies 
verb 
clean.

10 Anymore (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is 
this. You do this all day long. And  I won’t do 
anymore. Get up. I just need a little help. I 
have got enough. It’s too much.

Adverb 
anymore 
modifies 
verb do.

11 Just Adverb 
just 
modifies 
verb need.

12 too much Adverb 
too 
modifies 
adjective 
much.

13 Downstair
s

(11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/N911) Guys, 
everybody, go downstairs now.

Adverb 
downstair
s modifies 
adverb 
now.

14 Now Adveb 
now 
modifies 
verb go 
downstairs
.

15 Here (12/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:44/TFF/N911) She’s here. Adverb 
here 
modifies 
pronoun 
she

16 Here (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911) I’m right here.
Come in.

Adverb 
here 
modifies 
adjective 
right.

17 Down (19/CS/V.2/DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911) Don’t sit 
down when I'm leaving.

Adverb 
down 
modifies 
verb sit.
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18 There (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911) Brush your 
teeth and I’ll give you the puppy.

Adverb 
there 
modifies 
verb get.

19 Above (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. Lasting.
Next to everyone’s picture, there are squares. You 
see in the picture of what they need to do is 
above. These are the things that you guys are 
going to do. You brush your teeth, you get a 
magnet. Every time you get a magnet, you get a 
reward. Now, if you don’t do it, one gets taken 
away.

Adverb 
above 
modifies 
noun the 
need.

20 Now Adverb 
now 
modifies 
the whole 
sentence.

21 Away Adverb 
away 
modifies 
verb take.

22 Away (30/CS/V.2/DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911) How do you 
want?You want the timer? Okay. Look mommy. 
Take a timer away, because she does not want you
to have it. But we are not whining anymore. Do 
you need to go to your room to have some time or 
would you like to go play with your sisters 
downstairs? Okay. That’s great.

Adverb 
away 
modifies 
verb take.

23 Anymore Adverb 
anymore 
modifies 
verb are 
not 
whining.

24 Downstair
s

Adverb 
downstair
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s modifies 
verb play.

25 Very (31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38/TFF/N911) If anybody 
has a problem, I want them to come up and use 
their words like Catarina did. She did a 
wonderful job using words and very proud of you.
Okay?

Adverb 
very 
modifies 
adjective 
proud.

26 Just (32/CS/V.2/DT:00:05:59/TFF/N911) No, not to 
just screaming. No to just screaming.

Adverb 
just 
modifies 
verb 
screaming.

27 Ready (33/CS/V.2/DT:00:06:08/TFF/N911)  I wanna 
you ready to talk. We, with love to have you 
back.

Adverb 
ready 
modifies 
pronoun 
you.

28 Now (34/CS/V.2/DT:0:06:23/TFF/N911) You angry? 
Do you wanna talk about it now?

Adverb 
now 
modifies 
verb talk.

29 Together (42/CS/V.2/DT:0:08:17/TFF/N911)Amanda, we’re
all playing together.

Adverb 
together 
modifies 
verb are 
playing.

30 Really (43/CS/V.2/DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911) I'm gonna 
move your arms. I want to look at your face. 
Okay, you look really upset. And I really like to
help you. but in order for me to help you , 
figure out what’s wrong. I need you to tell me 
what you're  feeling, what’s going on.

Adverb 
really 
modifies 
adjective 
upset.
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31 Really (47/CS/V.2/DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911) Ok. It’s not 
about toys. It’s about feeling.  It’s important 
when you need attention, when you feel like it , 
things aren't being fair. You go and you tell 
grown up to go and tell to your mom or your 
dad. Mom, I feel, so I'm not getting enough 
attention today. And I really need some more 
attention. You were the first born in this family.
And because of that you’ll always be special.

Adverb 
really 
modifies 
verb need.

32 Just (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the 
first born in this family. Just no matter way 
you were born from. You were first bones is 
found in this family doesn't matter where you 
are born from. Whether you were adopted or 
whether you were born of your mother's 
tummy. You are the first bones in this family. 
And you are very important. And actually 
being adopted make you little bit more special. 

Adverb 
just 
modifies 
verb the 
whole 
sentence.

33 Actually (50/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:27/TFF/N911) You are the 
first born in this family. You are very 
important. And actually being adopted make 
you little be more special.  Because you were 
born of the heart. And the love they want to 
give you. And no one person is more important 
than another. So, you go and you tell them 
when you need the attention. Make sure you do
it.

Adverb 
just 
modifies 
verb being
adopted.

34 Now (53/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:08/TFF/N911)Stop hiking 
David! No.  Just Ignore now. 

Adverb 
now 
modifies 
verb 
ignore.
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35 Away (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say I'm sorry 
for using bad words mommy. Then this is going 
bye bye. And I’m taking it away.

Adverb 
away 
modifies 
verb 
taking.

36 So (67/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:38/TFF/N911) You are so big
now.

Adverb so
modifies 
adjective 
big.

37 Now Adverb 
now 
modifies 
the whole 
sentence.
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(APPENDIX 22)

Data of Noun Phrase

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No Sentence Noun 
Phrase

Formed by

1 (01/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:07/TFF/N911) Get a 
nap bed now and stay there! 

nap bed noun + noun

2 (07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962962963/TFF/N
911)Get upstairs! Get out! Get out of my 
living room now! You get out and you stay 
upstairs! Get a nap bed right now and stay 
there!

living 
room

gerund + 
noun

3 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit 
down. You have to see  your room. I want 
this room clean now! 

your room det + noun

4 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What 
is this. You do this all day long. And  I won’t 
do anymore. Get up. I just need a little help. 
I have got enough. It’s too much. 

a little help det + adj + 
noun

5 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911)I’ll get 
your puppy. I’ll get your puppy. I promise. 
Stephen, give him your puppy. 

your puppy det + noun

6 (16/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:49/TFF/N911)I'll take 
you more ‘ronis. 

more ‘ronis adj + noun

7 (18/CS/V.2 /DT:0:10:02/TFF/N911)Come on.
Naptime. Let’s go.

Naptime noun + noun

8 (21/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:24/TFF/N911) Daniel, 
go the table.

the table det + noun

9 (22/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:32/TFF/N911) Stephen.
Let’s go. Brush your teeth. Go. 

your teeth det + noun

10 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911) Brush 
your teeth and I’ll give you the puppy.

your teeth det + noun
your puppy det + noun

11 (27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in 
my nanny bag, I have the new family rules. 
And everybody has to follow them. Okay. Oh.
Are you looking at mister? You know about  
the whining yeah. Hands are not for hitting. I
saw you miss Catarina hitting your mom. Be 
consistent, only say what you mean.

my nanny 
bag

det + noun + 
noun

the new 
family 
rules

det + adj  + 
noun + noun

your mom det + noun

12 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. the things det + noun
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Lasting. Next to everyone’s picture, there are 
squares. You see in the picture of what they 
need to do is above. These are the things that
you guys are going to do. You brush your 
teeth, you get a magnet. Every time you get a
magnet, you get a reward. Now, if you don’t 
do it, one gets taken away. 

your teeth det + noun
a magnet det + noun
Every time adj + noun
a magnet det + noun
a reward det + noun

13 (29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E 
..Excuse me , e Catarina.  Catarina. 
Catarina. Look at me. You need to show 
words. You need to show words. You have 
wonderful words. You’re doing a good job, 
take your breath. You’re doing good job. You
were upset? Tell me why?

wonderful 
words

adj + noun

your breath det + noun
wonderful 
words

adj + noun

a good job det + adj + 
noun

your breath det + noun
good job adj + noun

14 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How do 
you want?You want the timer? Okay. Look 
mommy. Take a timer away, because she 
does not want you to have it. But we are not 
whining anymore. Do you need to go to your 
room to have some time or would you like to 
go play with your sisters downstairs? Okay. 
That’s great.

the timer det + noun
a timer det + noun
your sisters det + noun

15 (31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If 
anybody has a problem, I want them to come
up and use their words like Catarina did. She
did a wonderful job using words and very 
proud of you. Okay?

a problem det + noun
the words det + noun
a 
wonderful 
job

det + adj + 
noun

16 (35/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:06:42/TFF/N911)Did 
you get angry? Did you get mad? Yeah.., You
got mad and you through the things.

the things det + noun

17 (37/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:05/TFF/N911)Let’s go. 
You’re some words and tell her what it is that
you want rather simply whining and 
moaning.

some 
words

adj + noun

18 (38/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:11/TFF/N911)Good 
boy. 

Good boy adj + noun

19 (39/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)Whining 
isn’t  gonna get you the toy.  You ask her and 
you wait for her to say yes or no, cuz that 
belongs to Alex.

the toy det + noun

20 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm 
gonna move your arms. I want to look at 

your arms det + noun
your face det + noun
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your face. Okay, you look really upset. And I 
really like to help you. but in order for me to 
help you , figure out what’s wrong. I need 
you to tell me what you're  feeling, what’s 
going on.

your 
feeling

det + noun

21 (44/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)So, 
something just happened. Something loving 
her taking a toy, right? Okay? Can you kind 
tell me what she took.

a toy det + noun

22 (47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s 
not about toys. It’s about feeling.  It’s 
important when you need attention, when 
you feel like it , things aren't being fair. You 
go and you tell grown up to go and tell to 
your mom or your dad. Mom, I feel, so I'm 
not getting enough attention today. And I 
really need some more attention. You were 
the first born in this family. And because of 
that you’ll always be special.

your mom det + noun
your dad det + noun
enough 
attention

adj + noun

more 
attention

adj + noun

23 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)Because 
you were born out of the heart. How did that 
love they wanted to give you.  

your 
mother's 
stomach

det + noun + 
noun

24 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/N911)You just 
got to speak and ask for time and attention. 
All right?  I mean. Okay. 

this time adj + noun

25 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say I'm 
sorry for using bad words mommy. Then this 
is going bye bye. And I’m taking it away.

bad words adj + noun

26 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)Want me 
to give it to you back? No more bad words so
how'd that go 

bad words adj + noun
good 
words

adj + noun

27 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911) What 
happened? … She was fighting with you? 
what’d she do to you? … She hits you? … 
Come out! Come out! You go to change and 
I’ll go to get Amanda. … Go, change! Come 
on, you need a new pair of pants!

a new pair 
of pants

det + adj + 
noun + of + 
noun 

28 (57/CS/V.4/DT:0:03:45/TFF/N911)The 
reason why I asked you up  here.  One I want
you know how much I love you. Okay? Never
forget to understand? Promise. Okay?

The reason det + noun

29 (60/CS/V.4/DT:0:04:53/TFF/N911)Okay. You
did a great job. 

a great job det + noun
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30 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)And 
Stephen. Make sure to share. Don’t take them
all. He was here first trying to play. Okay?

the play. det + noun
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(APPENDIX 23)

Data of Verb Phrase

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No CARETAKER SPEECH VERB
PHRASE1 (02/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:34/TFF/N911) Ughhh…I’ve 

enough.  You’ve to get up and stay upstairs.
have to get up

2 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is this. 
You do this all day long. And  I won’t do anymore. 
Get up. I just need a little help. I have got enough. It’s 
too much. 

have got

3 (03/CS/V.1/DT:0:02:19/TFF/N911) David, do you 
want this?

do want

4 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)You did urine on 
the floor?

did urine

5 (06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/TFF/N911) No. You have 
used it all day long.

have used

6 (07/CS/V.1/DT:0.0034837962962963/TFF/N911)Get 
upstairs! Get out! Get out of my living room now! 
You get out and you stay upstairs! Get a nap bed right 
now and stay there!

get out
stay upstairs

7 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit down. You 
have to see  your room. I want this room clean now! 

sit down
have to see

8 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is this. 
You do this all day long. And  I won’t do anymore. 
Get up. I just need a little help. I have got enough. It’s 
too much. 

get up

9 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911)I’m tired to clean 
of the bed the whole of you. This is all I do all day 
long.

am tired to 
clean

10 (11/CS/V.1/DT:0:07:30/TFF/N911)Guys, everybody, 
go downstairs now.

go downstairs

11 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911)I’ll get your puppy.
I’ll get your puppy. I promise. Stephen, give him your 
puppy. 

will get

12 (15/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:02/TFF/N911)I’m right here. 
Come in. 

come in

13 (17/CS/V.1/DT:0:09:54/TFF/N911)Will it be enough? will be
14 (19/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:07/TFF/N911)Don’t sit down 

when I'm leaving.
do not sit down
am leaving
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15 (20/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:17/TFF/N911)Agh..No, you 
don’t hit honey.

don't hit

16 (23/CS/V.2 /DT:0:00:36/TFF/N911)Go. Come on. come on
17 (24/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:00:39/TFF/N911) Brush your 

teeth and I’ll give you the puppy.
will give

18 (27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in my nanny 
bag, I have the new family rules. And everybody has 
to follow them. Okay. Oh. Are you looking at mister? 
You know about  the whining yeah. Hands are not for 
hitting. I saw you miss Catarina hitting your mom. Be 
consistent, only say what you mean.

has to follow
are not

19 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. Lasting. 
Next to everyone’s picture, there are squares. You see 
in the picture of what they need to do is above. These 
are the things that you guys are going to do. You brush
your teeth, you get a magnet. Every time you get a 
magnet, you get a reward. Now, if you don’t do it, one
gets taken away. 

are going to do
don't do

20 (29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E ..Excuse me , e 
Catarina.  Catarina. Catarina. Look at me. You need to
show words. You need to show words. You have 
wonderful words. You’re doing a good job, take your 
breath. You’re doing good job. You were upset? Tell 
me why?

need to show
are doing 
are doing

21 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How do you 
want?You want the timer? Okay. Look mommy. Take 
a timer away, because she does not want you to have 
it. But we are not whining anymore. Do you need to 
go to your room to have some time or would you like 
to go play with your sisters downstairs? Okay. That’s 
great.

does not want
are not whining
do need to go to

22 (31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If anybody has 
a problem, I want them to come up and use their 
words like Catarina did. She did a wonderful job using
words and very proud of you. Okay?

want to come up

23 (35/CS/V.2 /DT: 00:06:42/TFF/N911)Did you get 
angry? Did you get mad? Yeah.., You got mad and you
through the things.

did get

24 (36/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:56/TFF/N911)You wanted 
dessert, but you didn’t wanna eat dinner.

did not want to 

25 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm gonna move 
your arms. I want to look at your face. Okay, you look
really upset. And I really like to help you. but in order 

come in
wanna look
like to help
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for me to help you , figure out what’s wrong. I need 
you to tell me what you're  feeling, what’s going on.

need to tell

26 (44/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:06/TFF/N911)So, something just
happened. Something loving her taking a toy, right? 
Okay? Can you kind tell me what she took.

can tell

27 (46/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:22/TFF/N911)Why did you feel 
that daddy wasn’t being fair? 

was not being 
fair

28 (47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s not about 
toys. It’s about feeling.  It’s important when you need 
attention, when you feel like it , things aren't being 
fair. You go and you tell grown up to go and tell to 
your mom or your dad. Mom, I feel, so I'm not getting
enough attention today. And I really need some more 
attention. You were the first born in this family. And 
because of that you’ll always be special.

do not get

29 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the first 
born in this family. Just no matter way you were born 
from. You were first bones is found in this family 
doesn't matter where you are born from. Whether you 
were adopted or whether you were born of your 
mother's tummy. You are the first bones in this family. 
And you are very important. And actually being 
adopted make you little bit more special.  

were born
were adopted

30 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)Because you were 
born out of the heart. How did that love they wanted 
to give you.  

want to give

31 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911)I’m sorry. You 
didn’t communicate anything with me. You needed to 
talk to me and tell me these things. Okay? And when 
I’m not being fair, you don't think that I'm being fair. I
give you permission to tell me. Okay? Things are 
going to change. All right? Yeah. I'm sorry.  

did not 
communicate

am not being 
fair

32 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/N911)You just got to 
speak and ask for time and attention. All right?  I 
mean. Okay. 

can speak up

33 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say I'm sorry for 
using bad words mommy. Then this is going bye bye. 
And I’m taking it away.

am taking

34 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)Want me to give it 
to you back? No more bad words so how'd that go 

will come

35 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911) What happened? 
… She was fighting with you? what’d she do to you? 
… She hits you? … Come out! Come out! You go to 

was fighting
will go to get
come on
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change and I’ll go to get Amanda. … Go, change! 
Come on, you need a new pair of pants!

36 (63/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:57/TFF/N911)And that made you
mad? Can choice word? I’m so proud of you.

can choice

37 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)And Stephen. 
Make sure to share. Don’t take them all. He was here 
first trying to play. Okay?

make sure
don't take 
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(APPENDIX 24)

Data of Adverb Phrase

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No Caretaker Speech Adverb
Phrase

1 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)You did urine on the floor? on the 
floor?

2 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit down. You have to 
see  your room. I want this room clean now! 

in your 
room

3 (27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in my nanny bag, I 
have the new family rules. And everybody has to follow them. 
Okay. Oh. Are you looking at mister? You know about  the 
whining yeah. Hands are not for hitting. I saw you miss 
Catarina hitting your mom. Be consistent, only say what you 
mean.

in my 
nanny bag

4 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How do you want?You 
want the timer? Okay. Look mommy. Take a timer away, 
because she does not want you to have it. But we are not 
whining anymore. Do you need to go to your room to have 
some time or would you like to go play with your sisters 
downstairs? Okay. That’s great.

with your 
sister

5 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the first born in 
this family. Just no matter way you were born from. You were 
first bones is found in this family doesn't matter where you 
are born from. Whether you were adopted or whether you 
were born of your mother's tummy. You are the first bones in 
this family. And you are very important. And actually being 
adopted make you little bit more special.  

in this 
family
of your 
mother's 
tummy

6 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/N911)You just got to speak and 
ask for time and attention. All right?  I mean. Okay. 

for time

7 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. Lasting. Next to 
everyone’s picture, there are squares. You see in the picture of
what they need to do is above. These are the things that you 
guys are going to do. You brush your teeth, you get a magnet. 
Every time you get a magnet, you get a reward. Now, if you 
don’t do it, one gets taken away. 

next to
every time
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(APPENDIX 25)

Data of Adjective Phrase

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No CARETAKER SPEECH ADJECTIVE
PHRASE1 (06/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:29/TFF/N911) No. You have used it all

day long.
all day long

2 (09/CS/V.1/DT: '00:05:23/TFF/N911) What is this. You do 
this all day long. And  I won’t do anymore. Get up. I just 
need a little help. I have got enough. It’s too much. 

a little help 

3 (31/CS/V.2 /DT:00:05:38)./TFF/N911)If anybody has a 
problem, I want them to come up and use their words like 
Catarina did. She did a wonderful job using words and 
very proud of you. Okay?

very proud

4 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm gonna move your 
arms. I want to look at your face. Okay, you look really 
upset. And I really like to help you. but in order for me to 
help you , figure out what’s wrong. I need you to tell me 
what you're  feeling, what’s going on.

really upset

5 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the first born in
this family. Just no matter way you were born from. You 
were first bones is found in this family doesn't matter where
you are born from. Whether you were adopted or whether 
you were born of your mother's tummy. You are the first 
bones in this family. And you are very important. And 
actually being adopted make you little bit more special.  

very important

6 (67/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:38/TFF/N911)You are so big now. so big now
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(APPENDIX 26)

Data of Prepositional Phrase

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

N
o

Caretaker Speech Prepositional Phrase
1 (02/CS/V.1/DT: '00:01:34/TFF/N911)Ughhh…I’ve 

enough.  You’ve to get up and stay upstairs.
to get up

2 (04/CS/V.1/DT:0:03:00/TFF/N911)You did urine 
on the floor?

on the floor

3 (08/CS/V.1/DT: '00: 05:19/TFF/N911) Sit down. 
You have to see  your room. I want this room clean 
now! 

to see
in your room

4 (10/CS/V.1/DT:0:06:36/TFF/N911)I’m tired to 
clean of the bed the whole of you. This is all I do 
all day long.

to clean 
of the bed

5 (28/CS/V.2 /DT:0:03:40/TFF/N911)Okay. Lasting. 
Next to everyone’s picture, there are squares. You 
see in the picture of what they need to do is above. 
These are the things that you guys are going to do. 
You brush your teeth, you get a magnet. Every time
you get a magnet, you get a reward. Now, if you 
don’t do it, one gets taken away. 

next to everyone's 
picture
in the picture
to do

6 (14/CS/V.1/DT:0:08:33/TFF/N911)I’ll get your 
puppy. I’ll get your puppy. I promise. Stephen, give
him your puppy. 

to your pappy

7 (27/CS/V.2 /DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)And in my 
nanny bag, I have the new family rules. And 
everybody has to follow them. Okay. Oh. Are you 
looking at mister? You know about  the whining 
yeah. Hands are not for hitting. I saw you miss 
Catarina hitting your mom. Be consistent, only say
what you mean.

in my Nanny bag
to follow 
for hitting 

8 (29/CS/V.2 /DT:0:04:48/TFF/N911)E ..Excuse me ,
e Catarina.  Catarina. Catarina. Look at me. You 
need to show words. You need to show words. You 
have wonderful words. You’re doing a good job, 
take your breath. You’re doing good job. You were 
upset? Tell me why?

to show

9 (30/CS/V.2 /DT:0:05:14/TFF/N911)How do you 
want?You want the timer? Okay. Look mommy. 

to have
to go
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Take a timer away, because she does not want you 
to have it. But we are not whining anymore. Do 
you need to go to your room to have some time or 
would you like to go play with your sisters 
downstairs? Okay. That’s great.

to your room
to go play 
with your sisters 

10 (33/CS/V.2 /DT:0:06:08/TFF/N911)I wanna you 
ready to talk. We, with love to have you back. 

to talk
with love
to have

11 (39/CS/V.2 /DT:0:07:12/TFF/N911)Whining isn’t  
gonna get you the toy.  You ask her and you wait 
for her to say yes or no, cuz that belongs to Alex.

to get
to say
belongs to Alex

12 (43/CS/V.2 /DT:0:08:34/TFF/N911)I'm gonna 
move your arms. I want to look at your face. Okay, 
you look really upset. And I really like to help you. 
but in order for me to help you , figure out what’s 
wrong. I need you to tell me what you're  feeling, 
what’s going on.

to help
to solve
to tell me

13 (47/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)Ok. It’s not 
about toys. It’s about feeling.  It’s important when 
you need attention, when you feel like it , things 
aren't being fair. You go and you tell grown up to 
go and tell to your mom or your dad. Mom, I feel, 
so I'm not getting enough attention today. And I 
really need some more attention. You were the first 
born in this family. And because of that you’ll 
always be special.

in this family
to your mom and your 
dad

14 (48/CS/V.2 /DT:0:09:28/TFF/N911)You are the 
first born in this family. Just no matter way you 
were born from. You were first bones is found in 
this family doesn't matter where you are born from.
Whether you were adopted or whether you were 
born of your mother's tummy. You are the first 
bones in this family. And you are very important. 
And actually being adopted make you little bit 
more special.  

in this family
of your mother's 
stomach

15 (49/CS/V.3/DT:0:00:02/TFF/N911)Because you 
were born out of the heart. How did that love they 
wanted to give you.  

of the heart
to give you

16 (51/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:03/TFF/N911)I’m sorry. You 
didn’t communicate anything with me. You needed 
to talk to me and tell me these things. Okay? And 
when I’m not being fair, you don't think that I'm 
being fair. I give you permission to tell me. Okay? 
Things are going to change. All right? Yeah. I'm 
sorry.  

to talk
to me
to tell
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17 (52/CS/V.3/DT:0:01:22/TFF/N911)You just got to 
speak and ask for time and attention. All right?  I 
mean. Okay. 

from this time

18 (54/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:33/TFF/N911)Say I'm sorry 
for using bad words mommy. Then this is going 
bye bye. And I’m taking it away.

for confusing bad 
words
to mommy

19 (55/CS/V.3/DT:0:02:47/TFF/N911)Want me to give
it to you back? No more bad words so how'd that 
go 

to you

20 (56/CS/V.3/DT:0:05:19/TFF/N911) What 
happened? … She was fighting with you? what’d 
she do to you? … She hits you? … Come out! 
Come out! You go to change and I’ll go to get 
Amanda. … Go, change! Come on, you need a new
pair of pants!

with you
to you
to change 
to get
a new pair of pants

21 (61/CS/V.4/DT:0:05:35/TFF/N911)Go and talk to 
Amanda and ask her if you could play.

talk to Amanda
to play

22 (65/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:12/TFF/N911)Whatever he is 
used for? 

use for

23 (66/CS/V.4/DT:0:06:25/TFF/N911)And Stephen. 
Make sure to share. Don’t take them all. He was 
here first trying to play. Okay?

to train
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(APPENDIX 27)

Data of Sentence Types

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

Declarative 
Sentences

Interrogative 
Sentences

Imperative Sentences Exclamatory 
Sentences

You’ve to get 
up and stay 
upstairs.

David, do you want 
this?

Get a nap bed now 
and stay there! 

Ughhh…I’ve 
enough.  

You did urine
on the floor.

What is this? Get upstairs! I’ve got enough. 

No. You have
used it all day
long.

Will it be enough? Get out! Absolutely it’s 
enough.

You have to 
see in your 
room. 

You were upset? Get out of my living 
room now! 

I want this room 
clean now!

 You do this 
all day long. 

 Tell me why? You get out and you 
stay upstairs! 

I just need a little 
help. 

And  I won’t 
do anymore. 

What do you want? Get a nap bed right 
now and stay there!

I have got enough.

She’s here. You want the timer? Sit down.  It’s too much. 
I’ll get your 
puppy. 

Do you need to go 
to your room to 
have some or would
you like to go play 
with your sisters 
downstairs?

Get up! I’m tired to clean 
of the bed the 
whole of you. 

I’ll get your 
puppy. 

No, not to just 
screaming. 

Guys, everybody, go 
downstairs now!

This is all I do all 
day long.

I promise. Not to just 
screaming. 

Stephen, give him 
your puppy. 

You did a great 
job. 

I’m right 
here. 

Are you angry? Come in! I’m so proud of 
you.

I'll  take you 
more ‘ronis. 

Do you wanna talk 
about it now? 

Let’s go. You are so big 
now.

Agh..No, you
don’t hit 
honey.

Did you get angry? Don’t sit down when 
I'm leaving.

-

And in my 
nanny bag, I 

Did you get mad? Daniel, go to the 
table!

-
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have the new 
family rules. 

And 
everybody 
has to follow 
them. Ok?

Amanda, why 
you’re angry?

Let’s go. -

Hands are not
for hitting.

Why did you feel 
that daddy wasn’t 
being fair? 

Brush your teeth! -

I saw you 
miss Katarina
hitting your 
mom.

- Go.! -

Next to 
everyone’s 
picture, 
there’s 
square. 

- Go! -

You see in the
picture of 
what the need
is above. 

- Come on! -

This is the 
things that 
you guys are 
going to do. 

- Brush your teeth and 
I’ll get your puppy 
there!

-

You brush 
your teeth, 
you get a 
magnet.

- Stop it! -

Every time 
you get a 
magnet, you 
get a reward. 

- Go! -

Now, if you 
don’t do this, 
I’ll take it 
away.

- First, first, first. No 
whining. 

-

You need to 
show words. 

- Be consistent. -

You need to 
show words. 

- Only say what you 
mean.

-

You have 
wonderful 
words. 

- E ..Excuse me , e 
Katharina.  

-
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You’re doing 
a good job, 
take your 
breath. 

- Look at me! -

You’re doing 
good job. 

- Look mommy. -

She take a 
timer away 
because she 
does not want
you to have 
it. 

- Let’s go. -

But we are 
not whining 
anymore. 

- Hey Amanda, come 
in and  move your 
arms. 

-

That’s great. -  Let me hug.  -
If anybody 
has a 
problem, I 
want to come 
up and use 
the words like
Katharina’s 
did.

- No kicking David! 
No.  

-

She did a 
wonderful job
using words 
and very 
proud of you. 

- Ignore it now.  -

I wanna you 
ready to talk. 

- -

You need to 
listen it now.

- Say good words, and 
that will come.

-

Ya.., You got 
mad and you 
threw the 
things.

- Come out. -

You wanted 
dessert, but 
you didn’t 
wanna eat 
dinner.

- Come out.  -

You’ve some 
words and tell
the dessert 

- Go! -
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that you 
want.

Whining isn’t
a way to get 
the toy. 

- Change! -

You ask her 
and you wait 
her to say yes
or no, cause it
belongs to 
Alex.

- Come on!  -

Amanda, 
we’re all 
playing 
together and I
wanna look 
your face. 

- Ok? Never forget. -

Ok. You look 
really upset.

- Go and talk to 
Amanda and ask her 
to play.

-

 And I really 
like to help 
you, to solve 
what’s wrong.

- No hitting, no 
screaming, no 
yelling.

-

And you need
to tell me 
what’s your 
feeling, 
what’s going 
on.

- Make sure we share. -

So, 
something 
just 
happened. 

- Don’t take the more. -

Somehow 
knowing 
taking a toy, 
right? 

- - -

You can tell 
me.

- - -

Truth is good.
Ok? 

- - -

Ok. It’s not 
about toys. 

- - -

It’s about - - -
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feeling.  
It’s important 
when you 
need 
attention. 

- - -

All feel like 
things 
inbeing fair. 

- - -

You go and 
you tell grow 
up going tell 
to your mom 
and your dad.

- - -

Mom, I feel, 
I’m not get 
enough 
attention 
today. 

- - -

And I really 
need some 
more 
attention. 

- - -

You’re the 
first born in 
this family. 

- - -

And because 
of that you’ll 
always be 
special.

- - -

You are the 
first born in 
this family. 

- - -

Just no matter
way you were
born from. 

- - -

You were 
first born in 
this family. 

- - -

Whether you 
were adopted 
or whether 
you were 
born of your 
mother's 
stomach. 

- - -
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You are the 
first born in 
this family. 

- - -

And you are 
very 
important. 

- - -

And actually 
being adopted
make you 
little be more 
special.  

- - -

Because you 
were born of 
the heart.

- - -

And the love 
they want to 
give you.  

- - -

I’m sorry. - - -
You didn’t 
communicate 
anything with
me. 

- - -

And you did 
to talk to me 
the extend. 

- - -

Ok? And I’m 
not being fair.

- - -

I give you 
promise to 
tell me, ok? 

- - -

And you 
gonna 
change. 

- - -

I’m sorry. - - -
You can 
speak up 
from this 
time. 

- - -

And this is 
going bye 
bye. 

- - -

And I’m 
taking this 
away.

- - -
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You go to 
change and 
I’ll go to get 
Amanda. 

- - -

You need a 
new pair of 
pants.

- - -

The reason of
why I asked 
you a pair.  

- - -

One I want 
you know 
how much I 
love you. 

- - -

Everyone 
gets the play. 

- - -

He was here 
first to train 
the play. Ok?

- - -
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(APPENDIX 28)

Data of Number Full of Predication of the Sentences

of the Caretaker Speech Found in Nanny 911

No Number Full of Predication
Simple Sentence Compound Sentence Complex Sentence

1 No, I’m not. Amanda, we’re all 
playing together and
I wanna look your 
face. 

Every time you get a 
magnet, you get a 
reward. 

2 You did urine on the 
floor.

Brush your teeth and
I’ll get your pappy 
there!

It’s important when you
need attention. 

3 No. You have used it all 
day long.

Do you need to go 
to your room to 
have some or would 
you like to go play 
with your sisters 
downstairs?

Only say what you 
mean.

4 You have to see in your 
room. 

Get a nap bed now 
and stay there! 

She take a timer away 
because she does not 
want you to have it. 

5  You do this all day long. Get a nap bed right 
now and stay there!

You ask her and you 
wait her to say yes or 
no, cause it belongs to 
Alex.

6 And  I won’t do 
anymore. 

Go and talk to 
Amanda and ask her
to play.

You’re the first born in 
this family And because
of that you’ll always be 
special.

7 She’s here. Hey Amanda, come 
in and  move your 
arms. 

-

8 I’ll get your pappy. I saw you miss 
Katarina hitting 
your mom.

-

9 I’ll get your pappy. If anybody has a 
problem, I want to 
come up and use the
words like 
Katharina’s did.

-

10 I promise. Now, if you don’t do
this, I’ll take it 
away.

-
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11 I’m right here. Say good words, 
and that will come.

-

12 I take you more ‘ronis. She did a wonderful 
job using words and 
I'm very proud of 
you. 

-

13 Agh..No, you don’t hit 
honey.

This is the things 
that you guys are 
going to do. 

-

14 And in my nanny bag, I 
have the new family 
rules. 

Whether you were 
adopted or whether 
you were born of 
your mother's 
stomach, you are the
first born in this 
family. 

-

15 And everybody has to 
follow them. Ok?

Why did you feel 
that daddy wasn’t 
being fair? 

-

16 Hands are not for hitting. You brush your 
teeth, you get a 
magnet.

-

17 Next to everyone’s 
picture, there’s square. 

You get out and you 
stay upstairs! 

-

18 You see in the picture of 
what the need is above. 

You go and you tell 
grow up going tell 
to your mom and 
your dad. 

-

19 You need to show words. You go to change 
and I’ll go to get 
Amanda. 

-

20 You need to show words. You got mad and 
you threw the 
things.

-

21 You have wonderful 
words. 

You wanted dessert, 
but you didn’t 
wanna eat dinner.

-

22 You’re doing a good job. 
Take your breath. 

You’ve some words 
and tell the dessert 
that you want.

-

23 You’re doing good job. You’ve to get up and
stay upstairs.

-

24 But we are not whining 
anymore. 

- -

25 That’s great. - -
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26 I wanna you ready to 
talk. 

- -

27 You need to listen it now. - -
28 Whining isn’t a way to 

get the toy. 
- -

29 Ok. You look really 
upset.

- -

30  And I really like to help 
you, to solve what’s 
wrong. 

- -

31 And you need to tell me 
what’s your feeling, 
what’s going on.

- -

32 So, something just 
happened. 

- -

33 Somehow knowing 
taking a toy, right? 

- -

34 You can tell me. - -
35 Truth is good. Ok? - -
36 Ok. It’s not about toys. - -
37 Want the magnet give it 

to you back? 
- -

38 It’s about feeling.  - -
39 What happened? - -
40 She was fighting with 

you? 
- -

41 what’d she do to you? - -
42 She hits you? - -
43 All feel like things 

inbeing fair. 
- -

44 Mom, I feel. I’m not get 
enough attention today. 

- -

45 And I really need some 
more attention. 

- -

46 You are the first born in 
this family. 

- -

47 Just no matter way you 
were born from. 

- -

48 You were first born in 
this family. 

- -

49 And you are very 
important. 

- -
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50 And actually being 
adopted make you little 
be more special.  

- -

51 Because you were born 
of the heart.

- -

52 And the love they want 
to give you.  

- -

53 Do you understand? - -
54 What do you feel honey? - -
55 Isn’t this nice? - -
56 And look what 

happened? 
- -

57 And that made you mad? - -
58 Can choice word? - -
59 What the hands use for? - -
60 I’m sorry. - -
61 You didn’t communicate 

anything with me. 
- -

62 And you did to talk to me
the extend. 

- -

63 Ok? And I’m not being 
fair. 

- -

64 I give you promise to tell
me.

- -

65 And you gonna change. - -
66 I’m sorry. - -
67 You can speak up from 

this time. 
- -

68 And this is going bye 
bye. 

- -

69 And I’m taking this 
away.

- -

70 You need a new pair of 
pants.

- -

71 The reason of why I 
asked you a pair.  

- -

72 One I want you know 
how much I love you. 

- -

73 Everyone gets the play. - -
74 He was here first to train 

the play. 
- -

75 David, do you want this? - -
76 What is this? - -
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77 Will it be enough? - -
78 You were upset? - -
79  Tell me why? - -
80 What do you want? - -
81 You want the timer? - -
82 No, not to just 

screaming. 
- -

83 Not to just screaming. - -
84 Are you angry? - -
85 Do you wanna talk about 

it now? 
- -

86 Did you get angry? - -
87 Did you get mad? - -
88 Amanda, why you’re 

angry?
- -

89 Get upstairs! - -
90 Get out! - -
91 Get out of my living 

room now! 
- -

92 Sit down. - -
93 Get up! - -
94 Guys, everybody, go 

downstairs now!
- -

95 Stephen, give him to 
your pappy!

- -

96 Come in! - -
97 Let’s go. - -
98 Don’t sit down when I'm 

leaving.
- -

99 Daniel, go to the table! - -
100 Let’s go. - -
101 Brush your teeth! - -
102 Go.! - -
103 Go! - -
104 Come on! - -
105 Stop it! - -
106 Go! - -
107 First, first, first. No 

whining. 
- -

108 Be consistent. - -
109 E ..Excuse me , e 

Katharina.  
- -
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110 Look at me! - -
111 Look mommy. - -
112 Let’s go. - -
113  Let me hug.  - -
114 No kicking David! No.  - -
115 Ignore it now.  - -
116 Sam, say sorry for 

confusing bad words to 
mommy. 

- -

117 Come out. - -
118 Come out.  - -
119 Go! - -
120 Change! - -
121 Come on!  - -
122 Ok? Never forget. - -
123 No hitting, no screaming,

no yelling.
- -

124 Make sure we share. - -
125 Don’t take the more. - -
126 Ughhh…I’ve enough.  - -
127 I’ve got enough. - -
128 Absolutely it’s enough. - -
129 I want this room clean 

now!
- -

130 I just need a little help. - -
131 I have got enough. - -
132  It’s too much. - -
133 I’m tired to clean of the 

bed the whole of you. 
- -

134 This is all I do all day 
long.

- -

135 You did a great job. - -
136 I’m so proud of you. - -
137 You are so big now. - -
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